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This report is a summary of herbicide evaluation studies
conducted at the University of Illinois Department of Agronomy
Weed Science program in 1992. These studies represent a
cooperative effort by the University of Illinois and USDA /
Agricultural Research Service personnel. The purpose of this
report is to inform our colleagues at other universities, our
cooperators in industry, and other interested persons of the
results of our 1992 field research. The information within does
not constitute a recommendation or endorsement of any product or
rate. Current recommendations for weed control in field crops
are available from the University of Illinois Cooperative
Extension Service.
Weed control and crop injury ratings are based on a to 99 scale
with 99 equal to complete kill. Plant species are reported as a
five-letter Bayer code. Herbicides are referred to by their
trade name or experimental number. A list of weed species and
herbicides used in these studies can be found in the appendix.
A list containing the abbreviated codes used and their meanings
appears in appendix F.
Fast Finish field cultivator with basket tines at two passes
was used to soil incorporate all Preplant Incorporated (PPI)
treatments.
In preparing individual studies we tried to be as complete as
possible, however, certain omissions do occur. In addition,
despite careful proofing, certain errors in text entry and
compilation may exist. If you believe that you have found an
error and would like further explanation, please contact Doug
Maxwell or Loyd Wax. If you have concerns or suggestions, please
feel free to contact us.
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SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIX DESIGN :RCB
% OM: 5.3 TREATMENTS 0032
PH: 6.1
PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA - SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 10.00 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 35.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02-- \ /--03--\ /--04--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L L L
APPL. DATE: 04/14/92 05/08/92 05/23/92 06/11/92 MDY




50 55 65 75 F»
% REL. HUMID.
:
55 40 85 50
WIND DIR. SE NE SW E
WIND SPEED: 7.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 MPH
SKY COND . P S S S
LEAF MOIST NA D M D
ROOT MOIST M D M D
SOIL COND. F F F C
SOIL TEMP. 50 71 69 77 F"
METHOD
:
SP SP SP SP
EQUIPMENT: BAG BAG BAG BAG
PROPELLANT
:
C02 C02 C02 C02
PLACEMENT: BC BC BC BC
NOZZLE: FF FF FF FF
NOZZLE VOLUME: GPM
NOZZLE NUMBER: 6 6 6 6
NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 30.00 35.00 35.00 30.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT WAT WAT
INC. DATE: // // // // MDY
INC. START:
INC. END: T VT
INC. DEPTH: IN
INC. EQUIPMENT:
TIMINGS: 01 03 05 07
* TIMING CODES
01 = EARLY PREPLAN?
03 - PREEMERGENCE
05 - EARLY POSTEMERGENCE
07 = LATE POST
SPECIES STAGES
SPECIES: 01 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT





















SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 03 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON






SPECIES: 04 P AMACH
COMMON NAME : PIGWEED , SMOOTH






SPECIES: 06 P TAROF
COMMON NAME: DANDELION
OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
06/11/92 65 IND M 0.00
SPECIES: 07 P ERICA
COMMON NAME:HORSEWEED
* STAGE CODE
11 = 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 = 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 = 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 = 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
16 = 6TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
23 = 3 SIDE SHOOTS/TILLERS VISIBLE
65 = 50% BLOOM (PEAK BLOOM)






ZEAMD SETFA CHEAL AMACH ABUTH TAROF
6/23 6/23 6/23 6/23 6/23 6/23
lA BULLET (4CS)
2A BICEP 6L (4CS)
4.00
3.7
3A FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.41





4A EXTRAZINE II DF(90WG) 4.00 LAA
5A BICEP 6L (4CS) 2.5 LAA 1
B BICEP 6L (4CS) 1.7 LAA 3
6A BICEP 6L (4CS) 2.5 LAA 1
B BEACON (75WG) 0.5S OAA 5
C CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 5
7A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 1
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 5
8A DUAL (SEC) 2.25 LAA 1
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 5
9A FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.41 LAA 1
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 5
lOA ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3
B X-77 0.5 PMV 3
C BICEP 6L (4CS) 3.7 LAA 3
llA ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3
B X-77 0.5 PMV 3
C BULLET (4CS) 4.00 LAA 3
12A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3
B X-77 0.5 PMV 3
C EXTRAZINE II DF(90WG) 4.00 LAA 3
13A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3
B X-77 0.5 PMV 3
C FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.41 LAA 3
D (G) ATRAZINE (90WG) 1.75 LAA 3
14A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3
B X-77 0.5 PMV 3
C DUAL (SEC) 2.25 LAA 3
D MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 5
15A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3
B X-77 0.5 PMV 3
C FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.41 LAA 3
D MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 5
94 99 99 83 76
95 96 97 72 80
93 98 98 64 79
92 99 99 90 91
96 93 95 87 85
97 99 99 91 98
97 99 99 97 94
98 99 99 94 99
97 99 99 96 76
94 95 98 65 60
97 98 98 83 50
93 96 96 85 70
99 99 99 87 53
99 99 99 98 93


































99 99 99 97 98












































97 99 99 82 85
22A ROUNDUP (3SL)
B BULLET (4CS)














96 99 99 77 92
23A ROUNDUP (3SL)
B BULLET (4CS)














98 99 99 87 99
24A ROUNDUP (3SL)
B PARTNER (65WG)


















94 99 99 87 83
25A ROUNDUP (3SL)











92 97 99 77 82








90 97 98 83 88
27A ROUNDUP (3SL)
B LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS)
C TOUGH 3. 7 SEC























28A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56
B LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5
C TOUGH 3.75EC 0.9
D ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 1.2






ZEAMD SETFA CHEAL AMACH ABUTH TAROF
6/23 6/23 6/23 6/23 6/23 6/23
88 92 92 83 60
29A SENCOR DF (75WG) 0.14 LAA 3
B (G) 2,4-D DMA (3. SSL) 0.5 LAA 3
C ACCENT (75WG) 0.5 OAA 7
D CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 7
E 28%N 5.00 PMV 7
53 80 83 78 60


















87 88 92 87 92
31A GRAMOXONE EXTRA(2.5L) 0.625 LAA 3
B X-77 0.25 PMV 3
40 37 37 33 47
32A UNTREATED CHECK . 00 NA






RATE UNIT TM 6/23 10/19
lA BULLET (4CS)
2A BICEP 6L (4CS)
3A FRONTIER 7 . 5L (EC)





5A BICEP 6L (4CS)
B BICEP 6L (4CS)






7A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4
8A DUAL (SEC) 2.25
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4
9A FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.41
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4
lOA ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56
B X-77 0.5
C BICEP 6L (4CS) 3.7
llA ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56
B X-77 0.5
C BULLET (4CS) 4.00
12A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56
B X-77 0.5
C EXTRAZINE II DF(90WG) 4.00
13A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56
B X-77 0.5
C FRONTIER 7 . 5L (EC) 1.41
D (G) ATRAZINE (90WG) 1.75
14A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56
B X-77 0.5
C DUAL (SEC) 2.25
D MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4
15A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56
B X-77 0.5
C FRONTIER 7 . 5L (EC) 1.41
D MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4
LAA
LAA






































































16A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3 99 187
B X-77 0.5 PMV 3
C FRONTIER 7 . 5L (EC) 1.41 LAA 3
D MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 5
17A UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA 92
18A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.38 LAA 3 60 139
B X-77 0.5 PMV 3
19A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3 80 142
B X-77 0.5 PMV 3
20A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.38 LAA 3 93 201
B BULLET (4CS) 4.00 LAA 3
C X-77 0.5 PMV 3
21A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3 91 187
B BULLET (4CS) 4.00 LAA 3
C X-77 0.5 PMV 3
22A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.38 LAA 3 96 190
B BULLET (4CS) 4.00 LAA 3
C (G) 2,4-D DMA (3. SSL) 0.5 LAA 3
D X-77 0.5 PMV 3
23A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3 99 185
B BUT J .FT (4CS) 4.00 LAA 3
C (G) 2,4-D DMA (3. SSL) 0.5 LAA 3
D X-77 0.5 PMV 3
24A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.38 LAA 3 94 177
B PARTNER (65WG) 2.5 LAA 3
C (G) ATRAZINE (90WG) 1.41 LAA 3
D X-77 0.5 PMV 3
E AMMONIUM SULFATE 2.00 PMV 3
25A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.38 LAA 3 92 183
B BICEP 6L (4CS) 3.7 LAA 3
C X-77 0.5 PMV 3
26A EXTRAZINE II DF(90WG) 4.00 LAA 3 94 188
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 3
27A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3 63 159
B LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 3
C TOUGH 3. 7 SEC 0.7 LAA 7
D ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.6 LAA 7
E CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 7
TITLE: CORN NO-TILL
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE ERICA BU/A
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/23 10/19
28A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3 70 179
B LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS)
C TOUGH 3.75EC
D ATRAZINE 90DF (WG)
E CROP OIL
29A SENCOR DF (75WG) 0.14 lAA 3 57 173




30A SENCOR DF (75WG) 0.14 LAA 3 92 188
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3
C X-77 0.5 PMV 3
D ACCENT (75WG) 0.5 OAA 7
E CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 7
F 28%N 5.00 PMV 7
31A GRAMOXONE EXTRA(2.5L) 0.625 LAA 3 37 144
B X-77 0.25 PMV 3
32A UNTREATED CHECK . 00 NA 101










TITLE: PREPLANT INCORPORATED I
LOCATION: URBANA i^S-300
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIX DESIGN: RGB
% OM: 5.3 TREATMENTS 0022
PH: 5.7
PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA - SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 10.00 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 40.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L









WIND DIR. NE E
WIND SPEED: 5.0 4.0 MPH
SKY COND . C S
LEAF MOIST NA D
ROOT MOIST M D
SOIL COND. C C











NOZZLE NUMBER: 6 6
NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.570 0.570 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 30.00 30.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT
INC. DATE: 05/06/92 // MDY
INC. START: 08:00 -
INC. END: - -
INC. DEPTH: 2 - IN





02 - PREPLANT INCORPORATED
06 - POST
SPECIES STAGES
SPECIES: 01 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 02 P XANST
COMMON NAME:COCKLEBUR, COMMON






SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME:VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 04 P DATST
COMMON NAME:JIMSONWEED






SPECIES: 05 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3357
POPULATION: 27000 A




PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M




12 = 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 = 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
10
TITLE: PREPLANT INCORPORATED I
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA XANST ABUTH DATST SETFA XANST
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/17 6/17 6/17 6/17 7/02 7/02
lA ERADICANE 6.7E (EC) 5.00 LAA 2 99 63 99 83 96 55
2A SURPASS (6.4EC) 2.00 LAA 2 88 40 89 53 93 52
3A MON 8421 (ACS) 2.00 LAA 2 96 63 99 76 96 46
4A PARTNER (65WG) 3.00 LAA 2 80 33 76 47 80 23
5A FRONTIER 7 . SEC 1.41 LAA 2 94 66 93 65 94 46
6A DUAL (SEC) 2.5 lAA 2 98 27 76 33 98
7A LASSO MICRO- TECH (4CS) 3.00 LAA 2 78 33 96 40 78 23
8A ERADICANE 6 . 7E (EC) 5.00 LAA 2 99 99 98 98 99 93
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 1.5 LAA 2
9A SURPASS (6.4EC) 2.00 LAA 2 94 81 99 85 91 73
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 1.5 LAA 2
lOA BICEP 6L (4CS) 3.7 LAA 2 91 91 99 98 85 94
llA BULLET (4CS) 4.00 LAA 2 77 80 99 91 66 91
12A EXTRAZINE II DF(90WG) 4.00 LAA 2 83 96 79 96 83 97
13A CYCLE (4SC) 4.00 LAA 2 81 69 37 50 87 62
14A UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA
15A MON 8421 (4CS) 2.00 LAA 2 96 99 99 99 91 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
16A PARTNER (65WG) 3.00 LAA 2 60 99 99 99 48 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
17A DUAL (8EC) 2.5 LAA 2 90 99 99 99 91 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
18A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 3.00 LAA 2 86 99 99 99 81 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
19A FRONTIER 7.5EC 1.41 LAA 2 93 99 99 99 90 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
20A ERADICANE 6.7E (EC) 5.00 LAA 2 99 99 99 99 99 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
21A ERADICANE 25G 5.00 LAA 2 99 99 99 99 99 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
22A UNTREATED CHECK . 00 NA
11
TITLE: PREPIANT INCORPORATED I
TRT COMPOUND
NUM TESTED
DOSAGE SETFA XANST ABUTH DATST SETFA XANST
RATE UNIT TM 6/17 6/17 6/17 6/17 7/02 7/02
LSD (0.05) 18.4 28.8 21.8 31.4 16.0 33.0







lA ERADICANE 6.7E (EC) 5.00 LAA 2 85 86
2A SURPASS (6.4EC) 2.00 LAA 2 91 67
3A MON 8421 (4CS) 2.00 LAA 2 98 62
4A PARTNER (65WG) 3.00 LAA 2 30 13
5A FRONTIER 7. SEC 1.41 LAA 2 70 66
6A DUAL (8EC) 2.5 LAA 2 42 13
7A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 3.00 LAA 2 25 17
8A ERADICANE 6 . 7E (EC) 5.00 LAA 2 97 97
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 1.5 LAA 2
9A SURPASS (6.4EC) 2.00 LAA 2 99 86
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 1.5 LAA 2
lOA BICEP 6L (4CS) 3.7 LAA 2 97 94
llA BULLET (4CS) 4.00 LAA 2 90 95
12A EXTRAZINE II DF(90WG) 4.00 LAA 2 85 99
13A CYCLE (4SC) 4.00 LAA 2 23 43
14A UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA
15A MON 8421 (4CS) 2.00 LAA 2 99 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
16A PARTNER (65WG) 3.00 LAA 2 99 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
17A DUAL (SEC) 2.5 LAA 2 99 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
12
TITLE: PRBPLANT INCORPORATED I
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE ABUTH DATST
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/02 7/02
18A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 3.00 LAA 2 99 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
19A FRONTIER 7. SEC 1.41 LAA 2 99 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
20A ERADICANE 6.7E (EC) 5.00 LAA 2 99 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
21A ERADICANE 25G 5.00 LAA 2 99 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
22A UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA
LSD (0.05) 21.6 24.5
13




SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIX DESIGN :RCB




PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA - SOYBEANf
PLOT WIDTH: 10.00 l-T
PLOT LENGTH: 40.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--•\ UNIT
TYPE: L L









WIND DIR. NE NE
WIND SPEED: 5.0 2.0 MPH
SKY COND . C C
LEAF MOIST D D
ROOT MOIST M M
SOIL COND. C C









NOZZLE NUMBER: 6 6
NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.570 0.570 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA




INC. DATE: 05/06/92 // MDY
INC. START: 09:00 -
INC. END:
INC. DEPTH: 2 - IN
INC. EQUIPMENT: CFD -
TIMINGS: 02 03
* TIMING CODES
02 - PREPLANT INCORPORATED
03 - PREEMERGENCE
14
TITLE: NAF-2 CORN PRE
TRT COMPOUND
NUM TESTED
DOSAGE ZEAMD SETFA ABUTH DATST XANST





B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG)
5A NAF-2
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG)
6A DUAL (SEC)






B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG)
12A NAF-2
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG)
13A DUAL (SEC)
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG)
14A UNTREATED CHECK
2.00 LAA 3 S5
1.92 LAA 3 37 47 7 55
































2.16 LAA 2 S 75 93 4S 82
1.92 LAA 2 3 S8 93 95 95
1.00 LAA 2




LSD (0.05) 5.4 20.7 27.1 19.7 20.7
15






PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA- SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 7 . 50 FT



































NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.430 GAL

















SPECIES: 01 P DATST
COMMON NAMEiJIMSONWEED



















SPECIES: 03 P XANST
COMMON NAME:COCKLEBUR, COMMON






SPECIES: 04 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME:VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 05 P AMACH
COMMON NAME : PIGWEED , SMOOTH






SPECIES: 06 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT












PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M




CULTIVAR: NON'-IR CORN INJURY
SPECIES: 08
CULTIVAR: IR CORN YIELD
SPECIES: 09
CULTIVAR: NON--IR CORN YIELD
* STAGE CODE
12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED







DATST SETFA XANST ABUTH AMACH








































































0. 032 LAA 6
0. 292 OAA 6
0. 25 PMV 6
1. 25 PMV 6
99 98 99 96 98
99 85 99 95 99
98 93 99 95 99
99 92 99 99 99
99 99 99 99 99
99 95 97 99 98
93 95 96 93 99
99 73 99 98 99
98 98 99 98 99
98 87 99 99 99




IR sus IR sus
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE INJ INJ BU/A BU/A
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/18 6/18 10/23 10/23
lA PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6 175 173
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
2A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6 153 157
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.5 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
3A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6 169 170
B BUCTRIL (2EC) 0.25 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
4A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6 173 172
B BUCTRIL (2EC) 0.125 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
















































LSD (0.05) 0.0 0.0 16.9 18.6
MISSING DATA
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TITLE : OPINTER POST











































NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.570 GAL
SPEIAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 30.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT










SPECIES: 01 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: PIONEER IR CORN INJURY
POPULATION: 27000 A PLANTING DATE: 05/05/92
PLANTING DEPTH: 2.0 IN PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
SPECIES: 02 P ZEAMD
CULTIVAR :NON-IR CORN INJURY
SPECIES: 03
CULTIVAR: PIONEER IR CORN YIELD
SPECIES: 04
CULTIVAR :NON-IR CORN YIELD
21
TITLE: OPINTER POST
IR SUS IR SUS IR SUS
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE INJ INJ INJ INJ BU/A BU/A
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/19 6/19 6/30 6/30 10/21 10/21
lA COUNTER (15GR) 1.2 OAF 207 206
B ACCENT (75WG) 0.032 LAA 5
2A ACCENT (75WG) 0.032 LAA 5 211 196
3A COUNTER (15GR) 1.2 OAF 207 208
B ACCENT (75WG) 0.064 LAA 5
4A ACCENT (75WG) 0.064 LAA 5 211 211
5A COUNTER (15GR) 1.2 OAF 1 210 212
B BEACON (75WG) 0.036 LAA 5
6A BEACON (75WG) 0.036 LAA 5 213 213
7A COUNTER (15GR) 1.2 OAF 205 205
B BEACON (75WG) 0.072 LAA 5
8A BEACON (75WG) 0.072 LAA 5 211 211
9A UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA 209 208
lOA COUNTER (15GR) 1.2 OAF 209 210
LSD (0.05) 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 9.1 16.3
22
TITLE: CORN FRONTIER SOIL 1
LOCATION: URBANA AS -100
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIX DESIGNf:RCB




PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA - SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT
PLOT LENGTH : 40 . 00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--A /--03--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L L
APPL. DATE: 05/13/92 05/23/92 06/01/92 MDY








WIND DIR. N sw NA
WIND SPEED: 5.0 3.0 0.0 MPH
SKY COND . C s P
LEAF MOIST NA W D
ROOT MOIST M M M
SOIL COND. F F C




EQUIPMENT: BAG BAG BAG




NOZZLE FF FF FF
NOZZLE VOLUME: GPM
NOZZLE NUMBER: 5 5 5
NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 18.000 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 7.5 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.430 0.430 0.430 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 42.00 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT WAT














SPECIES: 01 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 02 P AMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH






SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF

































10 - 1ST LEAF EMERGING (COTYLEDON UNFOLDING)
11 = 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 = 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
24
TITLE: CORN FRONTIER SOIL 1
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE
NUM; TESTED RATE UNIT TM
lA FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.29 LAA 3
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 1.5 LAA 3
2A BICEP 6L (4CS) 3.6 LAA 3
3A BULLET (4CS) 4.00 LAA 3
4A EXTRAZINE II DF(90WG) 3.5 LAA 3
5A FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.29 LAA 3
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 3
6A FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.29 LAA 3
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 4
7A FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.29 LAA 3
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
8A FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.29 LAA 3
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.5 LAA 3
9A FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.29 LAA 3
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.5 LAA 4
lOA FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.29 LAA 3
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
llA FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.29 LAA 3
B SAN 821H (4SL) 0.5 LAA 3
12A FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.29 LAA 3
B SAN 821H (4SL) 0.5 LAA 4
13A FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.29 LAA 3
B SAN 821H (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
14A MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 4
B ACCENT (75WG) 0.031 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
15A BANVEL (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
B ACCENT (75WG) 0.031 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
16A MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
B ACCENT (75WG) 0.031 LAA 6



















LSD (0.05) 7.5 2.9 15.3
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TITLE : CORN PREEMERGENCE 1
LOCATION: URBANA AS -100
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIX DESIGN :RCB




PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA- SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 40.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--•\ /--03--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L L
APPL. DATE: 05/13/92 05/23/92 06/01/92 MDY








WIND DIR. N SW NA
WIND SPEED: 6.0 3.0 0.0 MPH
SKY COND. S S P
LEAF MOIST NA w D
ROOT MOIST M M M
SOIL COND. C C C








PLACEMENT BC BC BC
NOZZLE: FF FF FF
NOZZLE VOLUME: GPM
NOZZLE NUMBER: 5 5 5
NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 18.000 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 7.5 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.430 0.430 0.430 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 42.00 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT WAT














SPECIES: 01 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 02 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF








SPECIES: 03 P AMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH








SPECIES: 04 P PHBPU
COMMON NAME:MORNINGGLORY, TALL








SPECIES: 05 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT

























10 = 1ST LEAF EMERGING (COTYLEDON UNFOLDING)
11 = 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 = 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 - 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: CORN PREEMERGBNCE 1
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA ABUTH AMACH PHBPU ZEAKD
NX-M TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/17 6/17 6/17 6/17 6/17
lA SURPASS (6.4EC) 2.00 LAA 3 94 27 99 13 3
2A DUAL (SEC) 2.5 LAA 3 95 37 99 13
3A U^SSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 3.00 LAA 3 93 27 99 17 5
4A PARTNER (6 SVG) 3.00 D^ 3 88 33 96 17 3
5A MON 8421 (4CS) 2.00 LAA 3 96 66 99 43 5
6A FRONTIER 7
. 5EC 1.41 LAA 3 91 47 99 27 3
7A SURPASS (6.4EC)







96 78 99 SO 2
8A BICEP 6L (4SC) 3.7 LAA 3 93 85 96 63 2
9A BULLET (4CS) 4.00 LAA 3 94 83 99 87 2
lOA PARTNER (65WG)







96 90 99 88
llA MON 8421 (4CS)







99 86 99 90 5
12A EXTRAZINE II DF(90WG) 4.00 LAA 3 92 85 83 80 2
13A UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA

































99 99 99 99 5

















95 88 99 87 3












97 99 99 96 8
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TITLE: CORN PREEMERQENCB 1
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA ABUTH AMACH PHBPU ZEAMD
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/17 6/17 6/17 6/17 6/17
21A ACCENT (75WG) 0.5 OAA 6
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
22A PROWL 3.3EC 1.25 lAA 5
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 5
90 99 99 99
91 99 99 99
LSD (0.05) 7.0 33.4 10.1 34.2 5.1
29








PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA - SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 7 . 50 FT


































NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.430 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT









03 = PREEMERGENC E
30
SPECIES STAGES
SPECIES: 01 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3527








PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M
ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
HEIGHT
20.00
SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 03 P DATST
COMMON NAME:JIMSONWEED






SPECIES: 04 P IPOHE
COMMON NAME: MORNINGGLORY, IVYLEAF







TITLE: CORN PREEMER6ENCE 2
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE ZEAMD SETFA DATST IPOHE
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/19 6/19 6/19 6/19
lA BATTALION 0.065 LAA 3 2 47 96 30
2A BATTALION 0.075 LAA 3 8 63 93 50
3A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 3 8 98 99 40
B BATTALION 0.065 LAA 3
4A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 3 8 96 99 70
B BATTALION 0.075 LAA 3
5A DUAL (SEC) 2.00 LAA 3 96 99 50
B BATTALION 0.065 LAA 3
6A DUAL (SEC) 2.00 LAA 3 3 96 99 50
B BATTALION 0.075 LAA 3
7A BULLET (4CS) 3.75 LAA 3 5 98 99 92
8A BICE? 6L (4CS) 3.6 LAA 3 7 99 99 94
9A EXTRAZINE II DF(90WG) 4.00 LAA 3 98 99 98
lOA LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 3 98 99 65
B BATTALION 0.065 LAA 3
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 1.00 LAA 3
llA NAF-2 1.92 LAA 3 5 95 98 63
12A NAF-2 1.92 LAA 3 3 99 99 96
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 1.00 LAA 3
LSD (0.05) 7.1 3.9 5.7 19.1
32
TITLE: BEACON ADJUVANT





PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA- SOYBEAN
PLOTWIDTH: 7 . 50 FT
































NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.430 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 40.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT












SPECIES: 01 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 02 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON






SPECIES: 03 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3527
POPULATION: 27000 A




PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M




14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
19 - >8 TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
23 - 3 SIDE SHOOTS/TILLERS VISIBLE
34
TITLE: BEACON ADJUVANT
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA CHEAL
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/28 6/28
lA BEACON (75WG) 0.58 OAA 6 7
2A BEACON (75WG) 0.58 OAA 6 70 70
B DASH 1.25 PMV 6
3A BEACON (75WG) 0.58 OAA 6 63 65
B SUNIT-II 1.25 PMV 6
4A BEACON (75WG) 0.58 OAA 6 68 63
B SCOIL 1.25 PMV 6
5A BEACON (75WG) 0.58 OAA 6 58 73
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
6A BEACON (75WG) 0.58 OAA 6 52 60
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
7A BEACON (75WG) 0.58 OAA 6 62 77
B SYLGARD 309 0.25 PMV 6
8A BEACON (75WG) 0.58 OAA 6 55 80
B PEN-A-TRATE II 0.25 PMV 6
9A BEACON (75WG) 0.58 OAA 6 60 67
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
lOA BEACON (75WG) 0.58 OAA 6 68 82
B ROC 1.25 PMV 6
11
A
BEACON (75WG) 0.58 OAA 6 20 37
B CAYUSE 0.94 PMV 6
12A BEACON (75WG) 0.29 OAA
13A BEACON (75WG) 0.29 OAA 6 37 48
B DASH
14A BEACON (75WG) 0.29 OAA 6 65 73
B SUNIT-II










16A BEACON (75WG) 37 47
B X-77





TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA CHEAL












0.29 OAA 6 40 55
0.25 PMV 6
0.29 OAA 6 38 42
0.25 PMV 6
0.29 OAA 6 23 28
1.25 PMV 6
0.29 OAA 6 38 73
1.25 PMV 6










PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA - SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT

















WIND SPEED: 2.0 MPH














NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.50 MPH
MIX SIZE: 1.000 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 10.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 30.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT










SPECIES: 01 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR:
POPULATION: 27000 A PLANTING DATE: 05/17/92
PLANTING DEPTH: 2.0 IN PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL
06/12/92 19 28000 A
06/23/92 19 28000 A




SPECIES: 02 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON








SPECIES: 03 P AMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH








SPECIES: 04 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF








SPECIES: 05 P XANST
COMMON NAME : COCKLEBUR , COMMON








SPECIES: 06 P DATST
COMMON NAME:JIMSONWEED







14 = 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 = 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
16 = 6TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
17 = 7TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
18 = 8TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED





DOSAGE ZEAMD CHEAL AMACH ABUTH XANST CHEAL










0.2 LAA 6 83 50 75 74 95
0.2 LAA 6 88 50 73 72 98
0.2 LAA 6 88 40 62 68 99
0.2 LAA 6 82 43 68 72 98
0.2 LAA 6 87 45 70 70 99
0.2 LAA 6 85 55 78 77 99
0.2 LAA 6 89 63 78 57 99
0.2 LAA 6 87 47 63 68 98
0.0 8.5 23.2 13.2 20.1 2.6
TRT GOMPOUND
NUM TESTED
DOSAGE AMAGH ABUTH XANST

























0.2 LAA 6 82 91 95
0.2 LAA 6 81 88 91
0.2 LAA 6 86 93 96
0.2 LAA 6 92 99 99





SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIL DESIGN: RGB
% OM: 4.0 TREATMENTS: 0010
PH: 5.6
PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA - SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT































NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 tl'
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.330 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT










SPECIES: 01 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3527
POPULATION: 27000 A




PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M
ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
HEIGHT
0.00
SPECIES: 02 P XANST
COMMON NAME:COCKLEBUR, COMMON






SPECIES: 03 P AMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH






SPECIES: 04 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF







12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 = 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED





DOSAGE ZEAMD XANST AMACH ABUTH
RATE UNIT TM 6/23 6/23 6/23 6/23
lA DUAL (SEC)
B V23031




















B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG)
C CROP OIL
7A DUAL (SEC)





















































9A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 20 20 20
lOA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B V23031 12.00 GAA 6
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.5 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
43 99 78









PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT






















WIND SPEED: 0.0 MPH

















NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT





















SPECIES: 01 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME:VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 02 P XANST
COMMON NAME:COCKLEBUR, COMMON






SPECIES: 03 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3357
POPULATION: 27000 A




PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M













lA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 88 50
B V-23031 WD 12.00 GAA 6
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.5 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
2A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 73 72
B V-23031 WD 15.00 GAA 6
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.5 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
3A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 85 82
B V-23031 WD IS. 00 GAA 6
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.5 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
4A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 85 33
B V23031 12.00 GAA 6
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.5 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
5A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 72 72
B V-23031 WD 12.00 GAA 6
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.5 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
E 2S%N 1.25 PMV 6
6A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 97 75
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
LSD (0.05) 15.0 13.1
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TITLE : ACCENT INTERFERENCE
LOCATION :URBANA C-400
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE :SIL
%0M:4.7 PH:6.2
PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA - SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 10.00 FT




NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--\ /--03--\ /--04--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L L L
APPL. DATE: 05/23/92 05/29/92 06/04/92 06/11/92 MDY




66 68 77 77 F»
% REL. HUMID.
:
80 40 80 40
WIND DIR. SE E NA E
WIND SPEED: 3.0 5.0 0.0 4.0 MPH
SKY COND. S P c S
LEAF MOIST w D D D
ROOT MOIST w M M M
SOIL COND. c C C C
SOIL TEMP. 69 71 77 77 F»
METHOD
:
SP SP SP SP
EQUIPMENT: BAG BAG BAG BAG
PROPELLANT
:
C02 C02 C02 C02
PLACEMENT BC BC BC BC
NOZZLE FF FF FF FF
NOZZLE VOLUME: GPM
NOZZLE NUMBER: 6 6 6 6
NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 3.50 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.570 0.570 0.570 0.570 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 35.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT WAT WAT













SPECIES: 01 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT
OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
05/23/92 11 IND M 0.00
05/29/92 12 IND M 0.00
06/04/92 13 IND M 0.00
06/11/92 15 IND M 9.00
SPECIES: 02 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3394
POPULATION: 27000 A PLANTING DATE: 05/07/92
PLANTING DEPTH: 2.0 IN PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
05/23/92 11 IND M 4.00
05/29/92 12 IND M 0.00
06/04/92 13 IND M 0.00
06/11/92 15 IND M 15.00
SPECIES: 03 CORN (YIELD)
* STAGE CODE
11 -1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 -2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 -3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED









lA BANVEL (4SL) 0.38 LAA 4
B ACCENT (75WG) 0.5 OAA 4
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 4
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 4
2A BANVEL (4SL) 0.38 LAA 4
B ACCENT (75WG) 0.5 OAA 5
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 5
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 5
3A BANVEL (4SL) 0.38 LAA 4
B ACCENT (75WG) 0.75 OAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
4A BANVEL (4SL) 0.38 LAA 4
B ACCENT (75WG) 1.00 OAA 7
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 7
5A BANVEL (4SL) 0.38 LAA 4
B ACCENT (75WG) 0.5 OAA 4
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 4
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 4
E CULTIVATE 7-14 DAT 0.00 NA 4
6A BANVEL (4SL) 0.38 LAA 4
B ACCENT (75WG) 0.5 OAA 5
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 5
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 5
E CULTIVATE 7-14 DAT 0.00 NA 5
7A BANVEL (4SL) 0.38 LAA 4
B DUAL (8 EC) 2.5 LAA 3
8A BANVEL (4SL) 0.38 LAA 4
B CULTIVATE 7-14 DAT 0.00 NA
9A BANVEL (4SL) 0.38 LAA 4





















LSD (0.05) 6.3 5.9 38.1
48






PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA - SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT

















WIND SPEED: 0.0 MPH
















NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.330 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT










SPECIES: 01 P XANST
COMMON NAME : COCKLEBUR , COMMON






SPECIES: 02 P AMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH







13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 = 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: PERMIT POST
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE XANST AMACH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/22 6/22
lA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 99 98
B PERMIT
C X-77
2A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 99 98
B PERMIT
C X-77








5A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 99 98
B PERMIT
C SUNIT-II
6A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 99 99
B PERMIT
C SUNIT-II
7A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 99 99
B PERMIT
C CROP OIL
SA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 99 99
B PERMIT
C CROP OIL









































PLOT WIDTH: 7 . 50 FT


















WIND SPEED: 4.0 MPH
















NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.330 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT












SPECIES: 01 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT




























OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
06/18/92 18 IND M 6.00
06/29/92 19 IND M 12.00





OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
06/18/92 19 IND M 5.00
06/29/92 19 IND M 8.00
07/06/92 19 IND M 0.00
SPECIES: 04 P' ABUTH
COMMON NAME: VELVETLEAF
OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
06/18/92 15 IND M 5.00
06/29/92 18 IND M 10.00
07/06/92 19 IND M 0.00
* STAGE CODE
14 = 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 = 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
16 = 6TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
18 = 8TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
19 = >8 TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: DOWDl CORN POST
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE ZEAMD AMACH CHEAL ABUTH ZEAMD AMACH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/06 7/06 7/06 7/06 6/29 6/29
lA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 13 37 22 24
B XRM-5238 0.125 LAA 6
5 25 78 33 30
5 23 83 28 28
7 38 85 38 33
8 38 89 37 27
7 57 91 57 3 45
5 57 94 60 3 41
10 78 99 73 4 63
23 32 30 27
33 37 33 34
7 83 91 75 77
18 40 27 35
2 50 57 57 48
3 53 60 60 65
5 82 75 75 68
3 27 47 27 51
2A DUAL (8 EC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-5238 0.125 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
3A DUAL (8 EC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-5238 0.25 LAA 6
4A DUAL (8EC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-5238 0.25 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
5A DUAL (8 EC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-5238 0.33 LAA 6
6A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-5238 0.33 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
7A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-5238 0.5 LAA 6
8A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-5238 0.5 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
9A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BUCTRIL (2EC) 0.25 LAA 6
lOA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BUCTRIL (2 EC) 0.375 LAA 6
llA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
12A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.125 LAA 6
13A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.25 LAA 6
14A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.33 LAA 6
15A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
16A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B LADDOCK (3.32SC) 1.00 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
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ZEAMD AMACH CHEAL ABUTH ZEAMD AMACH
7/06 7/06 7/06 7/06 6/29 6/29
LSD (0.05) 3.6 9.9 9.5 10.4 2.2 7.6







lA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-5238 0.125 LAA 6
2A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-5238 0.125 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
3A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-5238 0.25 LAA 6
4A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-523S 0.25 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
5A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-523S 0.33 LAA 6
6A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-523S 0.33 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
7A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-5238 0.5 LAA 6
8A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B XRM-5238 0.5 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
9A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BUCTRIL (2EC) 0.25 LAA 6
lOA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BUCTRIL (2EC) 0.375 LAA 6
llA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
12A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3














TITLE: DOWDl CORN POST
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE CHEAL ABUTH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/29 6/29
13A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.25 LAA 6
14A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.33 LAA 6
15A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
16A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B LADDOCK (3.32SC) 1.00 LAA 6





LSD (0.05) 9.6 9.9







PLOT WIDTH: 7 . 50 FT


















WIND SPEED: 4.0 MPH
















NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.330 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT












SPECIES: 01 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT






SPECIES: 02 P AMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH






SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 04 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON






SPECIES: 05 P XANST
COMMON NAME:COCKLEBUR, COMMON







14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 - 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
16 - 6TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
17 = 7TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
19 - >8 TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: D0WD2 CORN POST
TRT COMPOUND
NUM TESTED
DOSAGE ZEAMD AMACH ABUTH CHEAL XANST ZEAMD

































































18 18 32 30
22 25 43 37 2
23 25 72 58 2
23 30 48 45
23 33 65 53 8
40 45 78 79 7
50 55 75 67 3
47 48 72 70 8
52 60 78 80 12
2 35 58 85 83 13
53 SO 92 90 13
3 70 72 93 92 18
LSD (0.05) 2.0 22.3 31.7 40.5 39.8 6.7
•CONTINUED-
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TITLE: D0WD2 CORN POST
TRT COHPOUST) DOSAGE AMACH ABUTH CHEAL XANST
N''w'M TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/06 7/06 7/06 7/06
LA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 L^ 3 22 28 33 28
B XR-M-5238
2a dual (SEC) " 1.5 LAA 3 22 28 65 37
"B XR-M-5238
C X-77
3A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 17 25 60 40
B XRM-5238
C X-77
4A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 L^ 3 20 25 58 43
B XRM-5238
5A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LU 3 35 45 85 73
B XRM-5238
C X-77
6A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 43 52 93 85
B XRM-5238
C X-77
7A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 lAA 3 40 43 87 73
B XRM-5238
8A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 40 43 93 87
B :OLM-5238
9A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 53 65 97 95
B XRM-5238
C X-77
lOA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 53 65 97 94
B XRM-5238
1L\ DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 63 SO 99 99
B :<RM-5238
C X-77
12a dual (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3 65 78 99 99
B XR.M-5238
C X-77































PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT


















WIND SPEED: 4.0 MPH














NOZZT.F, SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.480 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT












SPECIES: 01 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT










A PLANTING DATE: 05/01/92
IN PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
15 IND M 15.00
17 IND M 30.00
18 IND M 48.00
SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT









14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 - 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
17 - 7TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
18 - 8TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
19 - >8 TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: ACCENT P08TEMERGEMCE ON CORN 1
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA SETFA
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/23 7/01
lA ACCENT (75WG) 0.25 OAA 6 54 71
B X-77
2A ACCENT (75WG) 0.25 OAA 6 68 83
B X-77
C 28%N
3A ACCENT (75WG) • 0.25 OAA 6 74 83
B SCOIL
4A ACCENT (75WG) 0.25 OAA 6 75 89
B SCOIL
C 28%N
5A ACCENT (75WG) 0.25 OAA 6 75 81
B CROP OIL
6A ACCENT (75WG) 0.25 OAA 6 79 89
B CROP OIL
C 28%N































8A ACCENT (75WG) 83 93
B X-77
C 28%N
9A ACCENT (75WG) 86 90
B SCOIL
lOA ACCENT (75WG) 93 98
B SCOIL
C 28%N
llA ACCENT (75WG) 86 91
B CROP OIL
12A ACCENT (75WG) 89 94
B CROP OIL
C 28%N
13A BEACON (75WG) 69 65
B CROP OIL
C 28%N




TITLE: ACCENT P0STEMER6EMCE ON CORN 1
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA SETFA
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/23 7/01
15A BEACON (75WG) 0.58 OAA 6 65 62
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
16A BEACON (75WG) 0.58 OAA 6 62 67
B SCOIL 1.25 PMV 6
LSD (0.05) 7.4 7.7
—r_^ittm^ailBaamassisauBamtai^aaaBiiaBaaaisBia
TITLE : CORN POST 2
LOCATION: URBANA M13-N300
.
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION





PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA- SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 7. 50 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 30 .OC FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L
APPL. DATE: 05/28/92 06/04/92 MDY








WIND DIR. E NA
WIND SPEED: 5.0 0.0 MPH
SKY COND . S P
LEAF MOIST D D
ROOT MOIST M D
SOIL COND. C C







NOZZLE NUMBER: 5 5
NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.330 0.330 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT









05 - EARLY POST 06 - POST
65
SPECIES STAGES
SPECIES: 01 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3357
POPULATION: 2 7000 A
























SPECIES: 03 P SETFA





















SPECIES: 05 P CHEAL













11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 - 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
TITLE: CORN POST 2
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE XANST SETFA ABUTH CHEAL


















B 2,4-D DMA (3. SSL)
C X-77
6A EXTRAZINE II DF(90WG) 3.00
7A TOUGH 3. 7 5EC
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG)
C CROP OIL
8A TOUGH 3. 7 5EC
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG)
C CROP OIL
9A TOUGH 3. 7 5EC

















0.5 OAA 6 99 99 94 83
0.25 PMV 6
0.5 OAA 6 99 99 99 99
1.4 LAA 6
0.25 PMV 6
0.25 LAA 6 93 99 99 99
0.5 OAA 6
0.25 PMV 6
0.75 LAA 6 83 73 86 83
0.047 LAA 6
0.25 PMV 6
0.5 OAA 6 99 99 99 99
0.25 LAA 6
0.25 PMV 6
LAA 5 77 33 88 95
0.45 LAA 5 33 10 68 85
0.6 LAA 5
1.25 PMV 5
0.7 LAA 5 98 20 83 98
0.6 LAA 5
1.25 PMV 5
0.9 LAA 5 96 30 93 98
1.2 LAA 5
1.25 PMV 5
0.57 OAA 5 80 85 73 85
0.45 LAA 5
1.25 PMV 5
0.5 OAA 5 83 50 47
0.45 LAA 5
1.25 PMV 5
0.57 OAA 5 20 47 57 76
0.7 LAA 5
1.25 PMV 5
0.5 OAA 5 20 73 50 62
0.7 LAA 5
1.25 PMV 5




TITLE: CORH POST 2
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE XANST SETFA ABUTH CHEAL
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/22 6/22 6/22 6/22
63 53 99 99
LSD (0.05) 26.8 28.5 17.3 18.2
15A BEACON (75WG) 0.58 OAA 5
B PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 LAA 5
C X-77 0.25 PMV 5
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TITLE : CORN POST 3
LOCATION: URBANA M-12N
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION






PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 35.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L
APPL. DATE: 05/23/92 06/02/92 MDY








WIND DIR. SW NA
WIND SPEED: 3.0 0.0 MPH
SKY COND . s s
LEAF MOIST w D
ROOT MOIST M M
SOIL COND. C C







NOZZLE NUMBER: 5 5
NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.380 0.380 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT













SPECIES: 01 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT









A PLANTING DATE: 05/04/92
IN PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN ROW WIDTH: 30.0
STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
12 IND M 5.00
13 IND M 7.00
15 IND M 16.00
IN
SPECIES: 02 P AMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH








SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME:VELVETLEAF








SPECIES: 04 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON









11 - 1ST TRUE
12 - 2ND TRUE
13 - 3RD TRUE
14 - 4TH TRUE
15 - 5TH TRUE
16 - 6TH TRUE










TITLE: CORN POST 3
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE ZEAMD AMACH ABUTH CHEAL ZEAMD AMACH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/17 6/17 6/17 6/17 7/02 7/02
lA LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3 99 98 99 98
B BUCTRIL GEL 0.25
2A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3 99 99 99 99
B BUCTRIL GEL 0.25
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.5
3A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3 99 99 99 99












4A LASSO MICRO - TECH (4CS) 2.00 99 82 91 92
B (G) 2,4-D DMA (3.8SL) 0.38
5A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 99 95 99 98
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.25
6A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 89 79 79 99
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 1.2
C CROP OIL 1.25
7A LASSO MICRO- TECH (4CS) 2.00 LAA 3 99 89 96 96
B TOUGH 3.75EC 0.45 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
8A LASSO MICRO-TECH (4CS) 2.00 LAA 3 99 98 99 99
B TOUGH 3.75EC 0.45 LAA 6
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.6 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
9A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3 98 99 99 99
B TOUGH 3.75EC 0.7 LAA 6
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.6 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
lOA LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3 99 99 99 99
B TOUGH 3.75EC 0.9 LAA 6
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 1.2 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
llA LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3 99 99 99 98
B TOUGH 3.75EC 0.45 LAA 6
C BANVEL (4SL) 0.25 LAA 6
12A PROWL 3.3EC 1.00 LAA 5 8 99 99 99 7 99
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 1.5 LAA 5
13A PROWL 3.3EC 1.75 LAA 5 13 99 99 99 15 99
B BLADEX 90DF (WG) 2.00 LAA 5
14A PROWL 3.3EC 1.75 LAA 5 2 99 99 99 3 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 5
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ZEAMD AMACH ABUTH CHEAL ZEAMD AMACH
6/17 6/17 6/17 6/17 7/02 7/02
15A PROWL 3.3EC
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC)






































99 99 99 97
LSD (0.05) 6.3 6.5 16.0 14.0 7.6 2.7
-CONTINUED-







lA LASSO MICRO- TECH (4CS) 2.00 LAA 3
B BUCTRIL GEL 0.25 LAA 6
95 99
2A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3 98 99
B BUCTRIL GEL 0.25 LAA 6
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.5 LAA 6
3A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3 99 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 6
4A LASSO MICRO-TECH (4CS) 2.00 LAA 3 58 99
B (G) 2,4-D DMA (3. SSL) 0.38 LAA 6
5A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3 96 98
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.25 LAA 6
6A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 1.2 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
98 99
7A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3
B TOUGH 3.75EC 0.45 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
76 95
8A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3
B TOUGH 3.75EC 0.45 LAA 6
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.6 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
98 99
9A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3
B TOUGH 3.75EC 0.7 LAA 6
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.6 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
96 99
lOA LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3
B TOUGH 3.75EC 0.9 LAA 6
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 1.2 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
llA LASSO MICRO- TECH (4CS) 2.00 LAA 3
B TOUGH 3.75EC 0.45 LAA 6
C BANVEL (4SL) 0.25 LAA 6
98 99
12A PROWL 3.3EC
B ATRAZINE 90DF (WG)
13A PROWL 3.3EC
























TITLE: CORN POST 3
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE ABUTH CHEAL
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/02 7/02
15A PROWL 3.3EC 1.75 LAA 5 99 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC)
C BLADEX 90DF (WG)
16A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.00 LAA 3 97 99
B PINNACLE (25WG)
C X-77








LSD (0.05) 12.2 2.9
1 4 LAA 5










TITLE: CORN POST 4
LOCATION: URBANA C-500
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIX DESIGN: RGB
% OM: 5.3 TREATMENTS: 0014
PH: 5.7
PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA- SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT





























NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 20.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.480 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 40.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT












SPECIES: 01 P ABUTH
COMMON NAMErVELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 02 P POLPY
COMMON NAME : SMARTWEED , PENNSYLVANIA






SPECIES: 03 P AMACH
COMMON NAME : PIGWEED , SMOOTH






SPECIES: 04 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3394
POPULATION: 27000 A




PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M




12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED





TITLE: CORN POST 4
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE ABUTH POLPY AMACH ABUTH POLPY AMACH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/17 6/17 6/17 7/01 7/01 7/01
lA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
2A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C BANVEL (4SL) 0.125 LAA 6
D X-77 0.25 PMV 6
E 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
3A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C BEACON (75WG) 0.016 LAA 6
D X-77 0.25 PMV 6
E 2S%N 2.5 PMV 6
4A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C BLADEX 90DF (WG) 1.5 LAA 6
D X-77 0.25 PMV 6
E 2S%N 2.5 PMV 6
5A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C BUCTRIL (2EC) 0.062 LAA 6
D X-77 0.25 PMV 6
E 2S%N 2.5 PMV 6
6A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C (G) 2.4-D-DMA (3. SSL) 0.125 LAA 6
D X-77 0.25 PMV 6
E 2S%N 2.5 PMV 6
7A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.002 LAA 6
D X-77 0.25 PMV 6
E 2S%N 2.5 PMV 6
8A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C SENCOR DF (75WG) 0.07 LAA 6
D X-77 0.25 PMV 6
E 2S%N 2.5 PMV 6
9A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B PINNACLE (25WG) 0.06 OAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
S5 72 65 SS 77 75
S7 90 67 S2 95 S7
S7 87 S3 92 80 82
90 94 68 95 95 83
87 94 62 91 90 70
SO 77 53 90 73 65
85 SO 83 88 83 82
88 S3 73 95 SO 77
75 87 81 SO 87 88
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TITLE: CORN POST 4
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE ABUTH POLPY AMACH ABUTH POLPY AMACH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/17 6/17 6/17 7/01 7/01 7/01
lOA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B PINNACLE (25WG) 0.06 OAA 6
C MARKSMAN (3.2SC) O.S LAA 6
D X-77 0.25 PMV 6
llA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B PINNACLE (25WG) 0.06 OAA 6
C BUCTRIL (2EC) 0.25 LAA 6
D X-77 0.25 PMV 6
12A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) O.S LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
13A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B LADDOCK (3.32SC) 0.92 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
14A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B PINNACLE (25WG) 0.06 OAA 6
C BANVEL (4SL) 0.25 LAA 6
D X-77 0.25 PMV 6
SO 87 99 S5 SS 99
SS 90 90 88 90 87
82 85 96 82 82 96
87 82 83 90 78 78
85 94 SO 85 96 87
LSD (0.05) 14.2 16.9 14.4 10.1 13.9 13.1
inmiHii^BiiiiiiB i2A.






PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA- SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT

















WIND SPEED: 4.0 MPH














NOZZT.R SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.480 GAL

















SPECIES: 01 P ABUTH
COMMON NAMErVELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 02 P IPOHE
COMMON NAME:MORNINGGLORY, IVYLEAF






SPECIES: 03 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3394
POPULATION: 27000 A




PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M




11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
^umstss^aaa 80
TITLE: CORN POST 5
TRT COMPOUND
NUM TESTED
DOSAGE ABUTH IPOHE ABUTH IPOHE
RATE UNIT TM 6/17 6/17 7/01 7/01
lA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B PERMIT 0.016 LAA 5
C X-77 0.25 PMV 5
2A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B PERMIT 0.032 LAA 5
C X-77 0.25 PMV 5
3A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.25 LAA 5
4A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC) 1.4 LAA 5
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 5
5A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B PERMIT 0.032 LAA 5
C BANVEL (4SL) 0.25 LAA 5
D X-77 0.25 PMV 5
6A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B PERMIT 0.032 LAA 5
C 2,4-D LVE 0.25 LAA 5
D X-77 0.25 PMV 5
7A BEACON (75WG) 0.036 LAA 5
B X-77 0.25 PMV 5
8A PERMIT 0.032 LAA 5
B BEACON (75WG) 0.036 LAA 5
C X-77 0.25 PMV 5
9A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B V23031 12.00 GAA 5
C ATRAZINE 90DF (WG) 0.5 LAA 5
D CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 5
lOA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B V23031 12.00 GAA 5
C BANVEL (4SL) 0.25 LAA 5
llA DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B V23031 12.00 GAA 5
C 2,4-D LVE 0.25 LAA 5
12A DUAL (SEC) 1.5 LAA 3
B V23031 12.00 GAA 5
C BUCTRIL (2EC) 0.25 LAA 5






















































ABUTH IPOHE ABUTH IPOHE
6/17 6/17 7/01 7/01
13A DUAL (SEC)
B SENCOR DF (75WG)
C X-77
14A DUAL (SEC)






































































S7 42 SS 67
S5 63 87 67
90 67 92 75
SS 70 94 73
S2 55 SS 68
92 65 93 72
LSD (0.05) 11.0 18.2 12.9 12.4
82






PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA- SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT

















WIND SPEED: 2.0 MPH












NOZZT.R SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.480 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT












SPECIES: 01 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: PIONEER 3394
POPULATION: 27000 A













SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME:VELVETLEAF







COMMON NAME : PIGWEED , SMOOTH







12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 = 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
84
TITLE: CORN POST 6
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE ZEAMD SETFA ABUTH AMACH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/23 6/23 6/23 6/23
lA ACCENT (75WG) 0.5 OAA 6 12 85 96 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC)
C X-77




3A ACCENT (75WG) 0.5 OAA 6 13 90 93 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC)
C CROP OIL




5A ACCENT (75WG) 0.5 OAA 6 5 96 99 99
B MARKSMAN (3.2SC)
C SCOIL




7A ACCENT (75WG) 0.5 OAA 6 5 95 83 99
B CROP OIL
C 28%N
8A ACCENT (75WG) 0.5 OAA 6 8 95 82 96
B SCOIL
C 28%N



























PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA - SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT






APPL. DATE: 06/05/92 MDY

























NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.480 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT












SPECIES: 01 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME .-CORN, DENT




















SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 04 P AMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH







13 - 3rd true leaves/leaf pairs/whorls unfolded
14 - 4th true leaves/leaf pairs/whorls unfolded
16 - 6th true leaves/leaf pairs/whorls unfolded
19 - >8 true leaves/leaf pairs/whorls unfolded
87
TITLE: CORN POST 7
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE ZEAMD SETFA ABUTH AMACH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/23 6/23 6/23 6/23
lA UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA
2A BEACON (75WG) 4.00 GAA 6 7 85 90 93
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
3A BEACON (75WG) 8.1 GAA 6 5 89 91 95
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
4A BEACON (75WG) 16.2 GAA 6 7 93 91 93
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
5A BEACON (75WG) 4.00 GAA 6 2 37 57 96
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.125 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
6A BEACON (75WG) 8.1 GAA 6 70 89 96
B BANVEL (4SL) 0.125 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
7A BANVEL (4SL) 0.125 LAA 6 8 12 78 99
8A BEACON (75WG) 8.1 GAA 6 8 98 97 99
B ACCENT (75WG) 7.00 GAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
LSD (0.05) 7.2 15.2 19.6 5.6
BBBBUBU^BBBaiii
TITLE : SOYBEAN NO-TILL
LOCATION: URBANA C-300
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIL DESIGN :RCB




PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 10.00 FT
PLOT T.FIIGTH: 40.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--\ /--03--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L L
APPL. DATE: 04/14/92 05/21/92 06/19/92 MDY








WIND DIR. SE SE NE
WIND SPEED: 7.0 2.0 3.0 MPH
SKY COND
. P S P
LEAF MOIST NA NA D
ROOT MOIST M M D
SOIL COND. F NA C




EQUIPMENT: BAG BAG BAG
PROPELLANT: C02 C02 C02
PLACEMENT EC BC BC
NOZZLE FF FF FF
NOZZLE VOLUME: GPM
NOZZLE NUMBER: 6 6 6
NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 20.000 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 10.0 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.570 0.570 0.570 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 20.00 GPA


















SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR:WILL 82
POPULATION : BU/A




PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M
ROW WIDTH: 7.0 IN
HEIGHT
4.00
SPECIES: 02 P LACSE
COMMON NAME : LETTUCE , PRICKLY






SPECIES: 03 P POLPY
COMMON NAME : SMARTWEED , PENNSYLVANIA






SPECIES: 04 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 05 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON
SPECIES: 06 P ERICA
COMMON NAME:HORSEWEED
OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
06/19/92 00 IND M 10.00
SPECIES: 07 P AMBEL
COMMON NAME : RAGWEED , COMMON
SPECIES: 08 P IPOHE
COMMON NAME:MORNINGGLORY, IVYLEAF
SPECIES: 09 P SIDSP
COMMON NAME :S IDA, PRICKLY
* STAGE CODE
11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
18 - 8TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
19 - >8 TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
90
TITLE: SOYBEAN NO-TILL
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE GLXMA lACSE POLPY SETFA CHEAL ERICA
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/01
lA COMMAND 4EC 1.00 LAA 1 8 98 98 99 99 99
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 1
2A COMMAND 4EC 1.00 LAA 1 3 99 99 98 99 99
B CANOPY (75WG) 0.28 LAA 1
3A DUAL (SEC) 2.5 LAA 1 3 97 97 82 95 97
B SENCOR DF (75WG) 0.5 LAA 1
4A DUAL (8EC) 2.5 LAA 1 5 99 99 98 99 99
B CANOPY (75WG) 0.28 LAA 1
5A PROWL 3.3EC 1.25 LAA 1 13 99 98 90 98 99
B CANOPY (75WG) 0.28 LAA 1
6A PROWL 3.3EC 1.25 LAA 1 32 85 93 93 88 93
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
7A PROWL 3.3EC 1.25 LAA 1 32 88 95 65 84 85
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
D X-77 0.125 PMV 6
E 28%N 5.00 PMV 6
8A PROWL 3.3EC 1.25 LAA 1 23 90 94 98 98 96
B (G) 2,4-D-DMA (3.8SL) 0.5 LAA 1
C PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
D SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6
E 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
9A COMMAND 4EC 1.00 LAA 1 20 98 99 95 99 98
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
D X-77 0.125 PMV 6
E 28%N 5.00 PMV 6
lOA UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NAO
llA PURSUIT PLUS (2.9EC) 0.94 LAA 1 3 91 99 93 99 98
12A CANOPY (75WG) v 0.28 LAA 3 83 78 72 77 85
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 3
13A CANOPY (75WG) 0.28 LAA 3 10 88 93 77 87 85
B PARTNER (65WG) 3.00 LAA 3
C CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 3
91
TITLE: SOYBEAN NO-TILL
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE GLXMA LACSE POLPY SETFA CHEAL ERICA
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/01




15A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3 82 48 79 35 60
B X-77
16A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3 88 58 82 55 90
B PARTNER (65WG)
C X-77













20A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.38 LAA 3 78 82 93 98 86
B PURSUIT PLUS (2. 9 EC)
C X-77
D AMMONIUM SULFATE












































37 92 77 77 78 83





TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE GLXMA LACSE POLPY SETFA CHEAL ERICA
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/01
24A GRAMOXONE EXTRA(2.5L) 0.625 LAA 3 3 82 80 97 87 75
B PURSUIT PLUS (2.9EC) 0.94 LAA 3
C X-77 0.25 PMV 3
3 85 55 90 75 9225A NAF-2 2.12 LAA 3
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3
C X-77 0.5 PMV 3
26A UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA








AMBEL IPOHE SIDSP BU/A
7/01 7/01 7/01 12/8
lA COMMAND 4EC 1.00 LAA
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA
2A COMMAND 4EC 1.00 LAA
B CANOPY (75WG) 0.28 LAA
3A DUAL (SEC) 2.5 LAA
B SENCOR DF (75WG) 0.5 LAA
4A DUAL (SEC) 2.5 LAA
B CANOPY (75WG) 0.28 LAA
5A PROWL 3.3EC 1.25 LAA
B CANOPY (75WG) 0.28 LAA
6A PROWL 3.3EC 1.25 LAA 1
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
7A PROWL 3.3EC 1.25 LAA 1
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
D X-77 0.125 PMV 6
E 28%N 5.00 PMV 6
8A PROWL 3. 3 EC 1.25 LAA 1
B (G) 2,4-D-DMA (3. SSL) 0.5 LAA 1
C PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
D SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6
E 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
9A COMMAND 4EC 1.00 LAA 1
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
D X-77 0.125 PMV 6
E 28%N 5.00 PMV 6
lOA UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA














99 82 99 38
99 85 99 39
97 42 82 35
99 87 97 45
98 83 99 38
88 83 70 36
88 83 68 34
96 94 72 43
98 93 93 44
18
98 78 96 35
93 82 90 36
96 86 98 41
94
TITLE: SOYBEAN NO-TILL
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE AMBEL IPOHE SIDSP BU/A
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/01 7/01 7/01 12/8




15A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3 63 57 72 25
B X-77
16A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3 75 58 62 24
B PARTNER (65WG)
C X-77













20A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.38 LAA 3 96 80 99 38
B PURSUIT PLUS (2. 9EC)
C X-77
D AMMONIUM SULFATE












































93 82 80 24





TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE AMBEL IPOHE SIDSP BU/A
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/01 7/01 7/01 12/8
24A GRAMOXONE EXTRA(2.5L) 0.625 LAA 3
B PURSUIT PLUS (2.9EC) 0.94 LAA 3
C X-77 0.25 PMV 3
25A NAF-2 2.12 LAA 3
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 3
C X-77 0.5 PMV 3
93 86 99 39
90 52 98 26
26A UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA 11
LSD (0.05) 8.3 14.0 10.5 12.4
96
TITLE : NAP-2 SOY
LOCATION: URBANA i\S-200
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIL DESIGN: RGB




PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 10.00 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 40.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /.-oi.-\ /--02--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L
APPL. DATE: 05/19/92 06/19/92 MDY








WIND DIR. NA NE
WIND SPEED: 0.0 3.0 MPH
SKY COND. c P
LEAF MOIST NA D
ROOT MOIST M M
SOIL COND. C C









NOZZT.K NUMBER: 6 6
NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.570 0.570 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 30.00 30.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT
INC. DATE: 05/19/92 // MDY
INC. START: 10:00 -
INC. END: - -
INC. DEPTH: 2 - IN









SPECIES: 01 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 02 P AMACH
COMMON NAME : PIGWEED , SMOOTH






SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME:VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 04 P PHBPU
COMMON NAME:MORNINGGLORY, TALL






SPECIES: 05 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN


















11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 - 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
16 - 6TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
17 - 7TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
19 - >8 TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
98
TITLE: NAF-2 SOY
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA AMACH ABUTH PHBPU SETFA AMACH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/29 6/29 6/29 6/29 7/10 7/10
lA NAF-2 1.92 LAA 2 62 90 90 22 72 98
2A NAF-2 2.16 LAA 2 75 90 96 30 78 99
3A NAF-2 2.4 LAA 2 77 96 99 35 82 99
4A CANOPY (75WG) 0.28 LAA 2 73 99 99 45 75 99
5A PURSUIT PLUS (2.9EC) 0.906 LAA 2 89 99 99 65 90 99
6A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6 94 99 99 70 93 99
B SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
7A UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA







lA NAF-2 1.92 LAA 98 22
2A NAF-2 2.16 LAA 2 99 32
3A NAF-2 2.4 LAA 2 99 38
4A CANOPY (75WG) 0.28 LAA 2 99 53
5A PURSUIT PLUS (2. 9EC) 0.906 LAA 2 99 78
6A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6 99 89
B SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6






TITLE : SOYBEAN PPIl






PLOT WIDTH: 10.00 FT
































NOZZT.K SPACING: 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.570 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 35.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT
INC. DATE: 05/19/92 MDY
INC. START: 09:00
INC. END: -










DOSAGE SETFA ABUTH AMACH XANST SETFA ABUTH
RATE UNIT TM 6/17 6/17 6/17 6/17 7/02 7/02
lA COMMAND 4EC
2A SONALAN EC (3EC)






8A TREFLAN EC (4EC)
B CANOPY (75WG)






13A PURSUIT PLUS (2.9EC)
14A PASSPORT
15A COMMAND 4EC









0.75 LAA 2 95 96 99 76 92 99
0.94 LAA 2 99 73 99 73 97 34
0.75 LAA 2 97 83 93 70 93 53
1.25 LAA 2 95 86 91 75 92 53
2.5 LAA 2 98 99 99 70 95 82
0.2S LAA 2 93 99 99 99 86 98
0.75 LAA 2 99 99 99 99 96 99
0.28 LAA 2
0.75 LAA 2 97 99 99 99 94 99
0.28 LAA 2
0.94 LAA 2 99 99 99 99 97 99
0.28 LAA 2
2.5 LAA 2 99 99 99 99 95 99
0.28 LAA 2
0.00 NA
0.063 LAA 2 99 99 99 96 96 99
0.906 LAA 2 99 99 99 99 99 99
0.813 LAA 2 96 96 99 85 91 70









98 99 99 96
92 99 99 99




96 99 99 99 91 98







RATE UNIT TM 7/02 7/02
lA COMMAND 4EC









8A TREFLAN EC (4EC)
B CANOPY (75WG)






13A PURSUIT PLUS (2. 9 EC)
14A PASSPORT
15A COMMAND 4EC













0.94 LAA 2 66 85
0.75 LAA 2 85 76
1.25 LAA 2 93 83
2.5 LAA 2 99 62
0.2S LAA 2 99 99
0.75 LAA 2 99 99
0.28 LAA 2
0.75 LAA 2 99 99
0.2S LAA 2
99 99
2.5 LAA 2 99 99
0.28 LAA 2
0.00 NA
0.063 LAA 2 99 89
0.906 LAA 2 99 99
0.813 LAA 2 98 74
0.5 LAA 2 99 82
0.38 LAA 2
1.25 LAA 2 99 95
0.375 LAA 2 99 99
0.375 LAA 2 91 89
0.5 LAA 2






LOCATION: URBANA AS -200
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIL DESIGN :RCB
% OM: 4.7 TREATMENTS 0012
PH: 5.7
PREVIOUS CROP:ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 10.00 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 40.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L
APPL. DATE: 05/19/92 06/12/92 MDY








WIND DIR. NA NA
WIND SPEED: 0.0 0.0 MPH
SKY COND . c s
LEAF MOIST D D
ROOT MOIST D D
SOIL COND. C C









NOZZLE NUMBER: 6 6
NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.570 0.570 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 30.00 30.00 PS I
DILUTENT: WAT WAT
INC. DATE: 05/19/92 - MDY
INC. START: 09:00 -
INC. END:
INC. DEPTH: 2 - IN









SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN
























SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL. GIANT






SPECIES: 03 P IPOHE
COMMON NAME:MORNINGGLORY, IVYLEAF








SPECIES: 04 P DATST
COMMON NAME:JIMSONWEED






SPECIES: 05 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME:VELVETLEAF







11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
16 - 6TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
18 - 8TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
19 - >8 TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
46 - VEG PARTS 60% FINAL SIZE



















lA COMMAND 4EC 0.75 LAA 2 92 23 96 98











































15 92 90 99 99





























7 99 97 99 99




















20 82 90 97 99






























8 99 93 99 99
12A UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA








SETFA IPOHE DATST ABUTH
7/15 7/15 7/15 7/15
lA COMMAND 4EC
















































4 . 00 PMV 6
9A PURSUIT PLUS (2.9EC) 0.906 LAA
lOA FREEDOM (3EC) 3.00 LAA 2
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
llA PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
12A UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA
94 38 94 99
75 30 20 58
92 75 94 99
84 22 99 99
76 58 95 99
78 77 93 98
98 98 99 99
60 67 88 96
97 88 99 99
99 93 99 99
LSD (0.05)
92 88 99 99
22.8 22.9 9.7 20.9
JLO^.
TITLE : XRM 5313 SOY PPI





PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 10.00 FT































NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.570 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 30.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT
INC. DATE: 05/19/92 MDY
INC. START: 10:00
INC. END: -






02 - PREPLANT INCORPORATED
107
TITLE: XRM 5313 SOY PPI
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE GLXMA SETFA IPOHE ABUTH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/24 6/24 6/24 6/24
lA XRM-5313 0.91 LAA 2 17 94 90 87
2A XRM-5313 1.03 LAA 2 22 94 87 87
3A PURSUIT PLUS (2.9EC) 0.91 LAA 2 20 96 90 95
4A TREFLAN MTF (4EC) 0.88 LAA 2 92 57 47
5A PCC 0.44 LAA 2 83 33 33
6A PCC 0.88 LAA 2 88 33 37
7A PCC 1.76 LAA 2 10 93 53 63











10 98 90 93
lOA UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA 2
LSD (0.05) 6.1 6.3 15.3 14.7
108
TITLE : FRONTXER PRE BOX
LOCATION: URBANA M-17E
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIX DESIGN: RGB
% OM: 6.0 TREATMENTS : 0010
PH: 6.3
PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT«
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 30.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /-.02--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L
APPL. DATE: 05/18/92 06/19/92 MDY








WIND DIR. N NE
WIND SPEED: 5.0 3.0 MPH
SKY COND. P P
LEAF MOIST NA D
ROOT MOIST M M
SOIL COND. C C









NOZZT.F. NUMBER: 5 5
NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.330 0.330 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT













SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME .-SOYBEAN

















SPECIES: 02 P IPOHE
COMMON NAME:MORNINGGLORY, IVYLEAF






SPECIES: 03 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT
SPECIES: 04 PAMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH
SPECIES: 05 PABUTH
COMMON NAME:VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 06 P XANST
COMMON NAME : COCKLEBUR , COMMON
* STAGE CODE
11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
13 =- 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: FRONTIER PRE SOY
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE GLXMA IPOHE SETFA AMACH ABUTH XANST
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/29 6/29 6/29 6/29 6/29 6/29
lA FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.17 LAA 3
B CANOPY (75WG) 0.2S LAA 3
2A DUAL (SEC) 2.00 LAA 3
B CANOPY (75WG) 0.28 LAA 3
3A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 3
B CANOPY (75WG) 0.2S LAA 3
4A FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.17 LAA 3
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.75 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.25 LAA 6
5A DUAL (SEC) 2.00 LAA 3
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.75 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.25 LAA 6
6A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 3
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.75 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.25 LAA 6
7A FRONTIER 7.5L (EC) 1.17 LAA 3
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.25 LAA 6
8A DUAL (SEC) 2.00 LAA 3
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.25 LAA 6
9A LASSO MICRO-TECH (4CS) 2.5 LAA 3
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.25 LAA 6
IDA SURPASS (6.4EC) 1.75 LAA 3
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.25 LAA 6
3 60 89 99 96 99
50 87 99 98 99
60 92 99 99 99
8 22 SO 90 98 99
10 15 53 85 95 99
10 32 65 99 99 99
15 22 68 99 99 99
15 47 68 99 95 99
17 13 47 99 96 99
17 37 78 99 98 99
LSD (0.05) 7.9 23.1 24.0 8.7 4.3 0.0
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TITLE: SOYBEAN PRBl
LOCATION: URBANA AS -300
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIL DESIGN :RCB
% OM: 5.3 TREATMENTS: 0012
PH: 5.7
PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 44.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L
APPL. DATE: 05/15/92 06/11/92 MDY








WIND DIR. NA E
WIND SPEED: 0.0 3.0 MPH
SKY COND . S P
LEAF MOIST D D
ROOT MOIST M D
SOIL COND. C C







NOZZLE NUMBER: 5 5
NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.480 0.480 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT














SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR:JACK
POPULATION :BU/A




PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M
ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
HEIGHT
5.00
SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 03 P AMACH
COMMON NAME : PIGWEED , SMOOTH






SPECIES: 04 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON






SPECIES: 05 P IPOHE
COMMON NAME:MORNINGGLORY, IVYLEAF







12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
16 - 6TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: SOYBEAN PREl
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE GLXMA SETFA AMACH CHEAL IPOHE GLXMA
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/17 6/17 6/17 6/17 6/17 7/15
lA CANOPY (75WG) 0.28 LAA 3 48 87 88 57
2A SENCOR DF (75WG) 0.5 LAA 3 55 77 77 60
3A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 3 96 96 83 68
4A PURSUIT PLUS (2.9EC) 0.94 LAA 3 99 98 89 58
5A CANOPY (75WG) 0.28 LAA 3 96 88 85 57
B DUAL (SEC) 2.00 LAA 3
6A SENCOR DF (75WG) 0.5 LAA 3 96 90 SO 53
B DUAL (SEC) 2.00 LAA 3
7A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 3 98 97 88 68
B DUAL (SEC) 2.00 LAA 3
8A CANOPY (75WG) 0.28 LAA 3 5 96 88 83 58
B ASSURE II (O.SEC) 5.00 OAA 6
9A SENCOR DF (75WG) 0.5 LAA 3 5 96 88 S3 57
B ASSURE II (O.SEC) 5.00 OAA 6
lOA PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 3 98 96 87 67
B SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
IIA PURSUIT PLUS (2. 9EC) 0.91 LAA 3 14 98 99 98 78
B COBRA (2EC) 0.1 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 2S%N 4.00 PMV 6
12A PURSUIT PLUS (2.9EC) 0.91 LAA 3 15 98 99 98 85
B COBRA (2EC) 0.125 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 2S%N 4.00 PMV 6





TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA AMACH CHEAL IPOHE
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/15 7/15 7/15 7/15
lA CANOPY (75WG) 0.28 LAA 3 10 78 78 83
2A SENCOR DF (75WG) 0.5 LAA 3 10 68 70 80
3A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 3 95 94 75 80

























B ASSURE II (0.8EC)
9A SENCOR DF (75WG)
B ASSURE II (0.8EC)
lOA PURSUIT (2SL)
B SELECT (240EC)









5 . 00 OAA 6
0.5 LAA 3































LSD (0.05) 11.5 9.6 8.1 9.8
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PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD •
PLOT WIDTH: 7 . 50 FT

































NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 1.000 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 30.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT










SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN




















SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 04 P AMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH






SPECIES: 05 P IPOHE
COMMON NAME:MORNINGGLORY, IVYLEAF







11 = 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 = 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 = 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
16 - 6TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
20 - SIDE SHOOT/TILLER DEVELOPMENT
23-3 SIDE SHOOTS/TILLERS VISIBLE
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TITLE: UNIVERSAL ADD 1
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE GLXMA SETFA ABUTH AMACH IPOHE GLXMA
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/23 6/23 6/23 6/23 6/23 7/01
lA PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 82 28 42 20
2A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 99 99 99 89
B MSO 1 1.25 PMV 6
3A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 99 99 99 85
B MSO 2 1.25 PMV 6
4A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 99 99 99 88
B MSO 3 1.25 PMV 6
5A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 99 99 99 89
B MSO 2 2.5 PMV 6
6A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 99 99 99 92
B SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
7A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 96 97 99 75
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6



























8 33 96 98 57
10 32 99 99 52
32 96 98 50
37 99 98 47
10 52 99 98 57
33 98 93 43





TITLE: UNIVERSAL ADD 1
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA ABUTH AMACH IPOHE
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/01
lA PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 84 38 50 43
2A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 99 91 99 85
B MSO 1 1.25 PMV 6
3A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 99 88 99 83
B MSO 2 1.25 PMV 6
4A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 99 90 99 85
B MSO 3 • 1.25 PMV 6
5A PURSUIT (2SL) . 048 LAA 6 99 89 99 81
B MSO 2 2.5 PMV 6
6A PURSUIT (2SL) . 048 LAA 6 99 95 99 92
B SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6








llA GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 23 78 65 30
B MSO 3 1.25 PMV 6
12A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 30 97 88 35
B MSO 2 2.5 PMV 6
28 97 87 35
0.048 LAA 6 98 80 99 78
1.25 PMV 6
0.92 LAA 6 23 80 68 28
0.92 LAA 6 32 86 74 37
1.25 PMV 6
0.92 LAA 6 25 82 65 35
1.25 PMV 6
13A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6
B SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
14A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 27 74 67 28
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
LSD (0.05) 7.4 9.0 7.9 8.4
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TITLE: UNIVERSAL ADD 2
LOCATION: URBANA C-500
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIL DESIGN: RGB
% OM: 5.3 TREATMENTS: 0007
PH: 5.7
PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT














WIND SPEED: 0.0 MPH














NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.480 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT











SPECIES: 01 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 02 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON






SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME:VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 04 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR:WILL
POPULATION :BU/A




PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M




19 - >8 TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
24-4 SIDE SHOOTS/TILLERS VISIBLE
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3A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 58 48 62 70 53 63
B MSO 2 1.25 PMV 6
4A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 67 58 70 78 58 73
B MSO 3 1.25 PMV 6
5A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 65 53 70 68 42 62
B MSO 2 2.5 PMV 6
6A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 52 40 62 70 57 72
B SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
7A PURSUIT (2SL) . 048 LAA 6 62 52 68 62 42 68
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6




SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIL DESIGN: RGB
% OM: 5.3 TREATMENTS : 0020
PH: 5.7
PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT














WIND SPEED: 3.0 MPH
















NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.480 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT










SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR:WILL
POPULATION :BU/A




PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M
ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
HEIGHT
5.00
SPECIES: 02 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON






SPECIES: 03 P AMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH






SPECIES: 04 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF







12 = 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
16 - 6TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
18 - 8TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: BDLP ADDITIVES
0.75 LAA 6 43 58 63
0.17 OAA 6 30 88 67
0.25 LAA 6 30 70 50
0.063 LAA 6 27 83 50
0.75 LAA 6 3 93 85 90
0.25 PMV 6
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE GLXMA GHEAL AMACH ABUTH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/25 6/25 6/25 6/25
lA BASAGRAN (4SL)
2A CLASSIC (25WG)




6A CLASSIC (25WG) 0.17 OAA 6 27 28 95 88
BSYLGARD 309 0.25 PMV 6
7A REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6 7 53 93 82
BSYLGARD 309 0.25 PMV 6
8A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6 30 65 95 80
BSYLGARD 309 0.25 PMV 6
9A BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.75 LAA 6 73 58 82
B DASH 1.25 PMV 6
lOA CLASSIC (25WG) 0.17 OAA 6 22 30 95 88
B DASH 1.25 PMV 6
llA REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6 23 78 96 77
B DASH 1.25 PMV 6
12A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6 32 80 99 87
B DASH 1.25 PMV 6
13A BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.75 LAA 6 92 58 85
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
14A CLASSIC (25WG) 0.17 OAA 6 30 37 96 82
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
3 37 83 8015A REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
16A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
17A BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.75 LAA 6
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
18A CLASSIC (25WG) 0.17 OAA 6
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
32 75 96 85
10 87 78 85




NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM
19A REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
20A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
LSD (0.05)
GLXMA CHEAL AMACH ABUTH
6/25 6/25 6/25 6/25
82 90 60
25 67 95 78
6.7 19.5 11.8 11.1
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SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIL DESIGN: RGB
% QM: 4.7 TREATMENTS: 0018
PH: 6.2
PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT














WIND SPEED: 0.0 MPH














NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.380 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT












SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR:WILL
POPULATION :BU/A




PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M
ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
HEIGHT
5.00
SPECIES: 02 P AMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH






SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 04 P DATST
COMMON NAME:JIMSONWEED







12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 - 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
16 - 6TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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HI^SJ





GLXMA AMACH ABUTH DATST
6/24 6/24 6/24 6/24
lA COBRA (2EC) 0.125 LAA 6
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
2A COBRA (2EC) 0.1 LAA 6
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
3A COBRA (2 EC) 0.063 LAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
D X-77 0.125 PMV 6
4A COBRA (2EC) 0.1 LAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
D X-77 0.125 PMV 6
5A COBRA (2 EC) 0.125 LAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
D X-77 0.125 PMV 6
6A COBRA (2 EC) 0.1 LAA 6
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
7A COBRA (2 EC) 0.1 LAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.008 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
8A COBRA (2EC) 0.1 LAA 6
B PINNACLE (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
C X-77 0.125 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
9A COBRA (2EC) 0.063 LAA 6
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
lOA COBRA (2EC) 0.1 LAA 6
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
llA REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
18 80 65 83
20 73 63 80
32 96 91 91
30 96 93 95
28 97 93 95
3 80 85 90
17 90 80 92
20 92 80 68
20 93 80 93
32 97 87 97
3 53 50 60
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TITLE: SOY POST BDLP 1
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT T
12A REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6
B BUTYRAC 200 (2SL) 0.031 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
13A REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
14A REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.031 LAA 6
C SUNIT-II 0.94 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
15A REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C SUNIT-II 0.94 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
16A REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.125 LAA 6
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C SUNIT-II 0.94 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
17A REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6
B PINNACLE (25WG) 0.002 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
18A REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6
B PINNACLE (25WG) 0.004 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
GLXMA AMACH ABUTH DATST












35 98 96 99
23 98 91 97
80 68 73
10 90 77 73
LSD (0.05) 7.1 11.3 11.3 12.6
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TITLE: SOY POST BDLP 2
LOCATION: URBANA R-3N
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIX DESIGN: RGB
% OM: 5.3 TREATMENTS: 0016
PH: 6.3
PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT














WIND SPEED: 3.0 MPH














NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.380 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT










SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: ELGIN
POPULATION :BU/A




PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M
ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
HEIGHT
4.00
SPECIES: 02 P IPOHE
COMMON NAME:MORNINGGLORY, IVYLEAF






SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 04 P AMACH
COMMON NAME : PIGWEED , SMOOTH






SPECIES: 05 P XANST
COMMON NAME:COCKLEBUR, COMMON







11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
13 = 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: SOY POST BDL7 2
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE GLXMA ABUTH AMACH XANST
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/29 6/29 6/29 6/29
lA PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
2A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B SUNIT-II 1.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
3A COBRA (2 EC) 0.09 LAA 6
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
4A COBRA (2EC) 0.18 LAA 6
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
5A BLAZER (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
6A REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
7A BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
8A BASAGRAN (4SL) 1.00 LAA 6
B X-77 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
9A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B COBRA (2 EC) 0.09 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
lOA PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B BLAZER (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
llA PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.19 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
12A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6




15 67 99 99




15 96 99 99
15 95 99 99
10 82 99 99
99 99 99
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TITLE: SOY POST BDLT 2
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM
13A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
14A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6
D X-77 0.25 PMV 6
E 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
I5A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C PURSUIT (2SL) 0.032 LAA 6
D X-77 0.25 PMV 6
E 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
16A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C PURSUIT (2SL) 0.016 LAA 6
D X-77 0.25 PMV 6
E 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
GLXMA ABUTH AMACH XANST
6/29 6/29 6/29 6/29
10 96 99 99
25 99 99 98
12 99 99 99
99 99 99
LSD (0.05) 9.3 15.0 14.2 16.0
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PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7 . 50 FT



































NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.380 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT










SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN











PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M
ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
HEIGHT
5.00
SPECIES: 02 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 03 P AMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH






SPECIES: 04 P XANST
COMMON NAME:COCKLEBUR, COMMON







11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
17 - 7TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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GLXMA ABUTH AMACH XANST












































































































































































































12 83 92 88
12 85 92 86
12 92 97 89
10 70 79 74
4.7 8.4 8.6 8.0
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TITLE: POST GRASS HERB.
LOCATION: URBANA C-600
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIX DESIGN :RCB
% OM: 5.3 TREATMENTS 0020
PH: 6.1
PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 40.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--•\ UNIT
TYPE: L L
APPL. DATE: 06/11/92 06/19/92 MDY








WIND DIR. E N
WIND SPEED: 6.0 1.0 MPH
SKY COND. S S
LEAF MOIST D D
ROOT MOIST If M
SOIL COND. C C











NOZZLE NUMBER: 5 5
NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.430 0.430 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT












SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN




















SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT







11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 =• 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: POST GRASS HERB.
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE GLXMA SETFA SETFA
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/01 7/01 7/08
lA ASSURE II 0.044 LAA 6 98 99
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
2A OPTION II 0.05 LAA 6 99 98
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
3A SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6 98 99
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
4A POAST PLUS (lEC) 0.19 LAA 6 99 99
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
5A FUSION 0.16 LAA 6 96 98
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
6A ASSURE II 0.044 LAA 6 99 99
B DASH 1.25 PMV 6
7A OPTION II 0.05 LAA 6 96 97
B DASH 1.25 PMV 6
8A SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6 99 99
B DASH 1.25 PMV 6
9A POAST PLUS (lEC) 0.19 LAA 6 96 97
B DASH 1.25 PMV 6
lOA FUSION 0.16 LAA 6 96 98
B DASH 1.25 PMV 6
llA ASSURE II 0.044 LAA 7 60 80
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 7
12A OPTION II 0.05 LAA 7 67 80
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 7
13A SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7 72 85
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 7
14A POAST PLUS (lEC) 0.19 LAA 7 65 82
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 7
15A FUSION 0.16 LAA 7 63 82
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 7
16A ASSURE II 0.044 LAA 7 60 82
B DASH 1.25 PMV 7
17A OPTION II 0.05 LAA 7 68 85
B DASH 1.25 PMV 7
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TITLE: POST GRASS HERB.
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE GLXMA SETFA SETFA
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/01 7/01 7/08
18A SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7 73 85
B DASH



















PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7 . 50 FT

















WIND SPEED: 3.0 MPH
















NOZZLF, SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.380 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT













SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR:WILL
POPULATION :BU/A




PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M
ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
HEIGHT
6.00
SPECIES: 02 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME:VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 03 P AMACH
COMMON NAME : PIGWEED , SMOOTH






SPECIES: 04 P DATST
COMMON NAME:JIMSONWEED







12 = 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
19 - >8 TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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22 99 77 60 99
LSD (0. 05) 3.3 6.8 10.4 29.1 0.0 10.8
•CONTINUED-
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TITLE: BENTA20N + ADD
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE AMACH DATST
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/17 7/17
lA GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 47 91
2A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 47 99
B TRYCOL 5993
3A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 80 70
B TRYCOL 5949
4A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 93 77
B TRYCOL 5943
5A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 90 95
B TRYCOL 5946
6A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 73 98
B TRYCOL 5950
7A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 63 99
B TRYCOL 5952
8A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 90 83
B TRYCOL 5956
9A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 70 92
B CROP OIL
lOA GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 83 99
B CROP OIL
C 28%N
llA GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 43 95
B PLURAFAC 1
12A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 50 96
B PLURAFAC 2
13A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 43 95
B PLURAFAC 3
14A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 73 93
B DASH
15A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 87 96
B DASH
C 28%N


















TITLE: POST BDLP GRASS 1
LOCATION: URBANA C-500
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIL DESIGN: RGB
% OM: 5.3 TREATMENTS: 0028
PH: 5.7 CEC:0.0
PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT

































NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.480 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT










SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR:WILL
POPULATION :BU/A




PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M
ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
HEIGHT
5.00
SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 04 P AMACH
COMMON NAME : PIGWEED , SMOOTH






SPECIES: 05 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON







12 = 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 = 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 = 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
16 = 6TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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GLXMA SETFA ABUTH AMACH CHEAL






4 . 00 PMV 6
99
2A ASSURE II 0.77 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
E 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
3A ASSURE II 0.77 OAA 6
B GALAXY (3 .67SL) 0.92 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
4A ASSURE II 0.77 OAA 6
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
E 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
5A ASSURE II 0.77 OAA 6
B REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
6A FUSION 0.16 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
7A FUSION 0.16 LAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
E 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
8A FUSION 0.16 LAA 6
B GAU^XY (3 .67SL) 0.92 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
9A FUSION 0.16 LAA 6
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
E 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
lOA FUSION 0.16 LAA 6
B REFLEX 2LC (2SL) 0.25 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
10 90 95 99 99
10 94 99 99 75
90 93 99 99
99 92 99 82
12
90
83 99 99 99
99 98 99 93
93 96 99 99
99 88 99 90
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GLXMA SETFA ABUTH AMACH CHEAL



















B REFLEX 2LC (2SL)
C CROP OIL
D 28%N
16A POAST PLUS (lEC)
B CROP OIL
C 28%N














20A POAST PLUS (lEC)















































90 99 99 95
12 96 96 99 98
90 99 99 99
96 90 99 85
18
93
93 98 99 99
10 95 99 99 99
13 87 99 99 99
99 95 99 90
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TITLE: POST BDLF GRASS 1
TRT COMPOUND
NUM TESTED
DOSAGE GLXMA SETFA ABUTH AMACH CHEAL
































































22 93 96 99 99
17 93 99 96 90
10 93 90 99 99
10 99 99 99 85
13 80 98 99 90
90 93 99 87
17 92 99 99 75
LSD (0.05) 6.6 5.9 3.6 1.6 3.7
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PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7 . 50 FT

















WIND SPEED: 3.0 MPH














NOZZLF, SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.480 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT












SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN










PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M
ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
HEIGHT
6.00
SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT







12 = 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 = 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
152












































I . 00 PMV 6















































TITLE: POST BDLF GRASS 2
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/29
12A OPTION II 0.06 LAA 6 94
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
13A POAST PLUS (lEC) 0.14 LAA 6 88
B CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
C 28%N 4.00 PMV 6













16A POAST PLUS (lEC) 0.18 LAA 6 92
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
87
85
17A SELECT (240EC) 0.071 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
C 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
18A SELECT (240EC) 0.095 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
C 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
19A SELECT (240EC) 0.071 LAA 6
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
87
20A SELECT (240EC) 0.095 LAA 6 92
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
21A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6










PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7 . 50 FT

































NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.430 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT












SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: ELGIN
POPULATION :BU/A













SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 03 P AMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH






SPECIES: 04 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF







11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 = 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 - 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
17 = 7TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: SELECT 1 SOY POST
TRT COMPOUND
NUM TESTED
DOSAGE GLXMA SETFA AMACH ABUTH GLXMA SETFA

































































97 98 98 99
3 95 98 98 95
10 99 99 98 99
3 94 90 93 89
93 91 96 91
94 98 99 96
2 94 98 98 97
8 99 99 95 2 99
8 98 99 96 2 94
3 90 98 96 2 90
LSD (0.05) 5.8 3.2 4.3 4.1 2.6 6.7
-CONTINUED-
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TITLE: SELECT 1 SOY POST
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE AMACH ABUTH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/01 7/01
lA SELECT (240EC) 0.095 LAA 6 97 98
B BASAGRAN (4SL)
C SUNIT-II
2A SELECT (240EC) 0.095 LAA 6 86 93
B CLASSIC (25WG)
C SUNIT-II
3A SELECT (240EC) 0.095 LAA 6 98 94
B COBRA (2EC)
C SUNIT-II
4A SELECT (240EC) 0.095 LAA 6 78 94
B BASAGRAN (4SL)
C CROP OIL
5A SELECT (240EC) 0.125 LAA 6 84 91
B BASAGRAN (4SL)
C CROP OIL
6A SELECT (240EC) 0.095 LAA 6 93 91
B CLASSIC (25WG)
C CROP OIL
7A SELECT (240EC) 0.125 LAA 6 90 92
B CLASSIC (25WG)
C CROP OIL
8A SELECT (240EC) 0.095 LAA 6 99 77
B COBRA (2EC)
C CROP OIL
9A COBRA (2EC) 0.2 LAA 6 93 91
B ASSURE II
C CROP OIL































SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIX DESIGN :RCB




PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 40.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--•\ UNIT
TYPE: L L
APPL. DATE: 06/11/92 06/19/92 MDY








WIND DIR. E N
WIND SPEED: 5.0 2.0 MPH
SKY COND . S S
LEAF MOIST D D
ROOT MOIST M D
SOIL COND. C C











NOZZLE NUMBER: 5 5
NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 7.5 l-T
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.430 0.430 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT













SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN




















SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 03 P ZEAMD (VOLUNTEER CORN)
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT







11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: SELECT 2 SOY POST
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA ZEAMD SETFA ZEAMD
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/29 6/29 7/09 7/09
lA SELECT (240EC) 0.095 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
2A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
3A SELECT (240EC) 0.095 LAA 6
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
4A SELECT (240EC) 0.044 LAA 6
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
5A SELECT (240EC) 0.044 LAA 6
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6
6A SELECT (240EC) 0.044 LAA 6
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
7A SELECT (240EC) 0.044 LAA 6
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
C X-77 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
8A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
C SELECT (240EC) 0.095 LAA 7
D CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
9A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
C SELECT (240EC) 0.044 LAA 7
D CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
92 47 77 35
99 99 93 99
96 96 88 93
94 79 50 70
94 81 95 53
96 82 97 70
97 81 93 53
97 84 99 98
98 83 96 96
LSD (0.05) 3.3 5.4 8.9 7.3
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TITLE: SELECT 3 SOY POST
LOCATION: URBANA C-600
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIX DESIGN: RGB




PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 40.00 FT
•
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L









WIND DIR. E N
WIND SPEED: 3.0 2.0 MPH
SKY COND . P S
LEAF MOIST D D
ROOT MOIST M D
SOIL COND. C C









NOZZLE NUMBER: 5 5
NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.430 0.430 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT













SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN


























OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
06/11/92 12 IND M 4.00
06/19/92 14 IND M 7.00
06/29/92 15 IND M 7.00
SPECIES: 03 P ZEAMD (VOLUNTEER CORN)





STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
13 IND M 6.00
14 IND M 12.00
16 IND M 16.00
* STAGE CODE
11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 - 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
16 - 6TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: SELECT 3 SOY POST
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA ZEAMD SETFA ZEAMD
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/19 6/29 7/09 7/09
lA SELECT (240EC) 0.066 LAA 6 98 78 97 93
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
96 85 97 982A SELECT (240EC) .08 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1 .25 PMV 6
3A SELECT (240EC) .095 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1 .25 PMV 6
4A SELECT (240EC) 066 LAA 7
B CROP OIL 1 25 PMV 7
5A SELECT (240EC) 08 LAA 7
B CROP OIL 1 25 PMV 7
6A SELECT (240EC) 095 LAA 7
B CROP OIL 1 25 PMV 7
99 96 99 99
72 92 95 98
78 89 93 98
79 94 96 99
LSD (0.05) 9.0 7.2 2.9 3.7
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PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT
































NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.330 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT











SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULT IVAR: ELGIN
POPULATION :BU/A PLANTING DATE: 05/18/92
PLANTING DEPTH: 1.0 IN PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
06/26/92 13 IND M 10.00
SPECIES: 02 P AMACH
COMMON NAME: PIGWEED, SMOOTH
OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
06/26/92 19 IND M 10.00
SPECIES: 03 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT
OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
06/26/92 19 IND M 10.00
SPECIES: 04 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF
OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
06/26/92 19 IND M 9.00
* STAGE CODE
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
19 - >8 TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
166
TITLE: GLUFOSINATE •!• ADDl
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE GLXMA AMACH SETFA ABUTH GLXMA AMACH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/15 7/15
lA GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRITON X35 0.5 PMV 6
2A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRITON XI 14 0.5 PMV 6
3A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRITON XlOO 0.5 PMV 6
4A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRITON X102 0.5 PMV 6
5A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRITON XI 6
5
0.5 PMV 6
6A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRITON X305 0.5 PMV 6
7A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN C12 0.5 PMV 6
8A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN CIS 0.5 PMV 6
9A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN C20 0.5 PMV 6
lOA GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN C25 0.5 PMV 6
llA GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN S12 0.5 PMV 6
12A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN S15 0.5 PMV 6
13A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN S20 0.5 PMV 6
14A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN S25 0.5 PMV 6
15A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5993 0.5 PMV 6
16A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5940 0.5 PMV 6
17A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5949 0.5 PMV 6
28 82 72 33 13 58
57 82 82 73 32 65
57 78 82 50 25 50
63 80 83 60 37 52
75 92 87 72 68 73
58 87 73 63 62 75
65 85 80 72 72 78
68 85 78 45 57 53
82 93 92 80 83 87
93 95 95 90 95 88
63 82 75 58 43 58
68 82 75 60 48 67
57 80 82 73 50 57
62 82 73 67 47 55
28 65 67 40 8 32
38 63 72 47 12 27
40 72 73 60 8 28
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TITLE: GLUP08INATE + ADDl
TRT COMPOUND
NUM TESTED
DOSAGE GLXMA AMACH SETFA ABUTH GLXMA AMACH
RATE UNIT TM 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/15 7/15
18A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5943 0.5 PMV 6
19A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5874 0.5 PMV 6
20A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5946 0.5 PMV 6
21A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B GENAPOL 0.5 PMV 6
22A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B MON-0818 0.5 PMV 6
43 83 83 67 35 53
57 77 82 65 33 57
40 70 77 53 13 28
62 90 82 65 43 77
68 90 83 75 38 52
23A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 28 60 62 33 18 37
24A UNTREATED CHECK . 00 NA
LSD (0.05) 8.1 8.4 5.9 8.6 11.3 11.9
-CONTINUED-
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TITLE: QLUFOSINATE + ADDl
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA ABUTH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/15 7/15
lA GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRITON X35 0.5 PMV 6
2A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRITON XI 14 0.5 PMV 6
3A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRITON XlOO 0.5 PMV 6
4A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRITON X102 0.5 PMV 6
5A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRITON X165 0.5 PMV 6
6A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRITON X305 0.5 PMV 6
7A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN C12 0.5 PMV 6
8A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN
€15 0.5 PMV 6
9A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN C20 0.5 PMV 6
lOA GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN C25 0.5 PMV 6
llA GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN S12 0.5 PMV 6
12A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN S15 0.5 PMV 6
13A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN S20 0.5 PMV 6
14A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN S25 0.5 PMV 6
15A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5993 0.5 PMV 6
16A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5940 0.5 PMV 6
17A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6



















TITLE: QLUPOSINATE + ADDl
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA ABUTH






23A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 60 23
24A UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA
LSD (0.05) 7.8 9.7
18A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5943 0.5 PMV 6
19A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5874 0.5 PMV 6
20A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5946 0.5 PMV 6
21A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B GENAPOL 0.5 PMV 6
22A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B MON-0818 0.5 PMV 6
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SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIL DESIGN: RGB
% OM: 3.8 TREATMENTS: 0015
PH: 6.0
PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT














WIND SPEED: 0.0 MPH
















NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.430 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT












SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN











PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M




COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 04 P AMACH
COMMON NAME : PIGWEED , SMOOTH







13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
19 - >8 TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: GLUP08INATB + ADD2
TRT COMPOUND
NUM TESTED
DOSAGE GLXMA SETFA ABUTH AMACH GLXMA SETFA
RATE UNIT TM 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/01 7/15 7/15
lA GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 23 63 37 50 67
2A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN C15 0.5 PMV 6
3A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN C20 0.5 PMV 6
4A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ETHOMEEN C25 0.5 PMV 6
5A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5993 0.5 PMV 6
6A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5949 0.5 PMV 6
7A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5943 0.5 PMV 6
8A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYCOL 5946 0.5 PMV 6
9A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B PLURAFAC 1 0.5 PMV 6
lOA GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B PLURAFAC 2 0.5 PMV 6
llA GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B PLURAFAC 3 0.5 PMV 6
12A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B ACTIVATE PLUS 0.5 PMV 6
13A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
14A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYDET 2610 0.5 PMV 6
15A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6
B TRYDET 2675 0.5 PMV 6
60 85 72 80 33 80
62 90 80 88 35 85
68 92 83 92 42 88
32 72 52 73
28 68 43 63
28
32 77 62 73 10 45
40 85 67 75 13 67
45 87 67 80 22 82
40 78 65 78 13 73
38 72 65 78 15 78
32 72 67 78 12 57
43 75 62 65 17 73
35
65 80 85 87 38 88
53 82 77 78 22 73
LSD (0.05) 8.8 7.9 10.1 10.3 7.3 8.9
-CONTINUED-
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TITLE: GLUFOSINATE + ADD2
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE ABUTH AMACH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/15 7/15
lA GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 22 27




3A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 57 53
B ETHOMEEN C20 0.5 PMV 6
4A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 70 57
B ETHOMEEN C25 0.5 PMV 6
5A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 22 27
B TRYCOL 5993 0.5 PMV 6
6A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 53 47
B TRYCOL 5949 0.5 PMV 6
7A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 53 47
B TRYCOL 5943 0.5 PMV 6
8A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 45 40
B TRYCOL 5946 0.5 PMV 6
9A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 42 30
B PLURAFAC 1 0.5 PMV 6
lOA GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 48 40
B PLURAFAC 2 0.5 PMV 6
llA GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 48 38
B PLURAFAC 3 0.5 PMV 6
12A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 57 38
B ACTIVATE PLUS 0.5 PMV 6
13A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 20 27
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
14A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 72 62
B TRYDET 2610 0.5 PMV 6
15A GLUFOSINATE 0.5 LAA 6 68 57
B TRYDET 2675 0.5 PMV 6
LSD (0.05) 7.6 10.3
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PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT


































NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.480 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT












SPECIES: 01 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 02 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON






SPECIES: 03 P POLPY
COMMON NAME : SMARTWEED , PENNSYLVANIA






SPECIES: 04 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME : VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 05 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN










PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN
POPULATION GENERAL
IND M




12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED

























































































85 72 83 70 83 78






































































85 72 78 73 85 80




0.048 LAA 6 77 70
0.048 LAA 6 85 70
1.25 PMV 6
0.048 LAA 6 87 82
1.25 PMV 6
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE POLPY ABUTH GLXMA GLXMA






4A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 88 85
B HM9205 1.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
5A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 83 85
B MSO 2
C 28%N
6A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 92 90
B MSO 2
C 28%N
7A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 95 87
B MSO 2
C 28%N
8A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 70 70
9A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 87 70
B HM9205 1.25 PMV 6
lOA PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6 87 80
B HM8911 1.25 PMV 6
87 82
25 PMV 6
1 25 PMV 6
5 PMV 6
1 25 PMV 6
75 PMV 6
1 25 PMV 6
llA PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6
B HM9205 1.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
12A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6
B MSO 2 0.25 PMV 6
C 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
13A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6
B MSO 2 0.5 PMV 6
C 28%N 1.25 PMV 6
14A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.048 LAA 6
B MSO 2 0.75 PMV 6





22.6 21.9 0.0 0.0
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TITLE: ROUNDUP TOL SOY
LOCATION: URBANA i\S-300
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIL DESIGNf:RCB




PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 10.00 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 22.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--A /.-03--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L L
APPL. DATE: 05/15/92 06/09/92 06/19/92 MDY








WIND DIR. E E NE
WIND SPEED: 3.0 3.0 3.0 MPH
SKY COND . S S P
LEAF MOIST D D D
ROOT MOIST M M M
SOIL COND. C C C
SOIL TEMP. 59 74 78 F"
METHOD: SP SP SP
EQUIPMENT: BAG BAG BAG
PROPELLANT: C02 C02 C02
PLACEMENT: BC BC BC
NOZZLE: FF FF FF
NOZZLE VOLUME: GPM
NOZZLE NUMBER: 6 6 6
NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 20.000 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 10.0 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.330 0.330 0.330 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 30.00 30.00 30.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT WAT










05 - EARLY POST
07 - LATE POST
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SPECIES STAGES
SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN (GLYPHOSATE TOLERANT)




















SPECIES: 02 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN (NON- TOLERANT)
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: SUSCEPTIBLE
POPULATION :BU/A PLANTING DATE: 05/15/92 1
PLANTING DEPTH: 1.0 IN PLANTING SPACE: 0.0 IN ROW WIDTH: 30.0 IN
OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT 1
06/09/92 11 IND M 4.00 1
06/19/92 13 IND M 10.00
SPECIES: 03 P SETFA i
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT i
OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
06/09/92 13 IND M 5.00
06/19/92 GO IND M 10.00
SPECIES: 04 P DATST
1
COMMON NAME:JIMSONWEED
OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT 1
06/09/92 14 IND H 0.00
J
06/19/92 00 IND M 7.00
J
SPECIES: 05 P AMARE
JCOMMON NAME : PIGWEED , REDROOT
OBSERVATION STAGE CODE POPULATION GENERAL HEIGHT
]
06/09/92 15 IND M 0.00 I
06/19/92 00 IND M 8.00 j
* STAGE CODE
11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 = 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED




TLE: ROUMDUP TOL SOY
TOL SUS TOL
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE GLXMA GLXMA SETFA DATST AMARE GLXMA
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 6/18 6/18 6/18 6/18 6/18 6/28
lA UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA
2A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.38 LAA 6
B X-77 0.5 PMV 6
3A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 6
B X-77 0.5 PMV 6
4A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.75 LAA 6
B X-77 0.5 PMV 6
5A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.38 LAA 7 98 99 99 99 --
B X-77 0.5 PMV 7
6A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 7 99 99 99 99 --
B X-77 0.5 PMV 7
7A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.75 LAA 7 99 99 99 99 --
B X-77 0.5 PMV 7
8A ROUNDUP (3SL) 1.125 LAA 7 99 99 99 99 --
B X-77 0.5 PMV 7
9A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6 7
B SUNIT-II 1.00 PMV 6
C 28%N 2.00 PMV 6
lOA PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6 23
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C ASSURE II 0.77 OAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
E 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
llA LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 3
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 6
C X-77 0.5 PMV 6
12A LASSO MICRO- TECH (4CS) 2.5 LAA 3
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.75 LAA 6
C X-77 0.5 PMV 6
13A LASSO MICRO - TECH (4CS) 2.5 LAA3 68 47
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 7
C X-77 0.5 PMV 7
14A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 3 68 43 --
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.75 LAA 7
C X-77 0.5 PMV 7
LSD (0.05) 0.0 1.0 4.7 0.0 7.1 3.5
-CONTINUED-
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DOSAGE GLXMA SETFA DATST AMARE GLXMA GLXMA

































80 90 83 82 92
90 93 93 95











1 . 00 PMV 6
2 . 00 PMV 6
57 78 83
lOA PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C ASSURE II 0.77 OAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
E 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
llA LASSO MICRO- TECH (4CS) 2.5 LAA 3
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 6
C X-77 0.5 PMV 6
12A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 3
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.75 LAA 6
C X-77 0.5 PMV 6
13A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 3
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 7
C X-77 0.5 PMV 7
14A LASSO MICRO- TECH (4CS) 2.5 LAA 3
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.75 LAA 7
C X-77 0.5 PMV 7
23 73 87 87
72
87
98 95 98 88
95 96 96 95
96
99




TITLE: ROUNDUP TOL SOY
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE SETFA DATST AMARE
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/01 7/01 7/01
lA UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA
2A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.38 LAA 6 95 83 85
B X-77 0.5 PMV 6
3A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 6 95 88 88
B X-77 0.5 PMV 6
4A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.75 LAA 6 99 92 93
B X-77 0.5 PMV 6
5A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.38 LAA 7 99 98 98
B X-77 0.5 PMV 7
6A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 7 99 99 99
B X-77 0.5 PMV 7
7A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.75 LAA 7 99 99 99
B X-77 0.5 PMV 7
8A ROUNDUP (3SL) 1.125 LAA 7 99 99 99
B X-77 0.5 PMV 7
9A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6 72 92 90
B SUNIT-I] 1.00 PMV 6
C 28%N 2.00 PMV 6
lOA PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6 95 87 93
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C ASSURE II 0.77 OAA 6
D CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
E 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
llA LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 3 91 93 95
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 6
C X-77 0.5 PMV 6
12A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 3 93 91 90
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.75 LAA 6
C X-77 0.5 PMV 6
13A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 3 99 95 99
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 7
C X-77 0.5 PMV 7
14A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 2.5 LAA 3 99 98 99
B ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.75 LAA 7
C X-77 0.5 PMV 7
LSD (0.05) 4.1 6.8 7.8
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TITLE : 8T8 SOY POST





PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD = CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 10.00 FT







APPL. DATE: 06/09/92 MDY









WIND SPEED: 4.0 MPH












NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.430 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 30.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT












SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN (STS)
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR : TOLERANT
POPULATION :BU/A













SPECIES: 02 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN (NON-STS)




















SPECIES: 03 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 04 P AMACH
COMMON NAME : PIGWEED , SMOOTH






SPECIES: 05 P DATST
COMMON NAME:JIMSONWEED







11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
16 - 6TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
19 - >8 TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: ST8 SOY POST
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE
NUM[ TESTED RATE UNIT TM
lA PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
2A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.125 OAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
3A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.188 OAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
4A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.125 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
5A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.125 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.125 OAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
6A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.125 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.188 OAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
7A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.125 OAA 6
B POAST PLUS (lEC) 3.00 OAA 6
C DASH 1.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
8A PINNACT.E (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B PURSUIT (2SL) 1.00 OAA 6
C SUNIT-II 1.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
9A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
lOA UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA
STS SUS STS
INJ INJ SETFA AMACH DATST INJ
6/18 6/18 6/18 6/18 6/18 7/01
7 65 60 83 78
10 73 60 82 80 2
7 80 60 92 88
12 85 67 95 88 2
15 85 65 95 93 5
23 92 63 93 93 8
17 88 78 87 75 2
53 80 60 85 85 17
3 47 65 83 87
LSD (0.05) 12.2 11.0 20.7 5.1 4.6 5.1
-CONTINUED-
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TITLE: 8T8 SOY POST
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM
lA PINNACT.R (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
2A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.125 OAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
3A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.188 OAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
4A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.125 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
5A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.125 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.125 OAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
6A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.125 OAA 6
B CLASSIC (25WG) 0.188 OAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
7A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.125 OAA 6
B POAST PLUS (lEC) 3.00 OAA 6
C DASH 1.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
8A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B PURSUIT (2SL) 1.00 OAA 6
C SUNIT-II 1.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
9A PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
B BASAGRAN (4SL) 0.5 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 6
lOA UNTREATED CHECK 0.00 NA
SUS STS SUS
INJ AMACH DATST BU/A BU/A
7/01 7/01 7/01 10/22 10/22
22 90 78 58 36
32 95 83 43 26
37 93 88 57 38
42 95 83 47 32
43 93 85 55 37
60 95 93 29 17
47 92 63 41 23
27 95 93 49 38
10 90 85 48 35
11 9




SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIL DESIGN :RCB




PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 40.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--A UNIT
TYPE: L L









WIND DIR. E NE
WIND SPEED: 3.0 3.0 MPH
SKY COND. P F
LEAF MOIST D D
ROOT MOIST M H
SOIL COND. C C









NOZZLE NUMBER: 5 5
NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.430 0.430 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT













SPECIES: 01 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT








SPECIES: 02 P XANST
COMMON NAME:COCKLEBUR, COMMON






SPECIES: 03 P AMACH
COMMON NAME : PIGWEED , SMOOTH






SPECIES: 04 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON






SPECIES: 05 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN
























12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF
15 - 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF












SETFA XANST AMACH CHEAL SETFA XANST
6/22 6/22 6/22 6/22 7/12 7/12
lA SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
2A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.031 LAA 5
B CROP OIL 0.25 PMV 5
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
D SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
E CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
3A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.047 LAA 5
B CROP OIL 0.25 PMV 5
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
D SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
E CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
4A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 5
B CROP OIL 0.25 PMV 5
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
D SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
E CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
5A V23031 12.00 GAA 5
B CROP OIL 0.25 PMV 5
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
D SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
E CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
6A V23031 12.00 GAA 5
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.031 LAA 5
C CROP OIL 0.25 PMV 5
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
E SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
F CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
7A V23031 12.00 GAA 5
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.047 LAA 5
C CROP OIL 0.25 PMV 5
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
E SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
F CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
8A V23031 12.00 GAA 5
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 5
C CROP OIL 0.25 PMV 5
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
E SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
F CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
30
99 97 97 67
99
99 95
99 98 98 78 99 97
99 98 99 86 99 99
68 73 94 86 99 30
99 99 99 91 99 98
99 99 99 96 99 98







SETFA XANST AMACH CHEAL SETFA XANST
6/22 6/22 6/22 6/22 7/12 7/12
9A V23031 12.00 GAA 5
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.031 LAA 5
C SUNIT-II 0.25 PMV 5
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
E SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
F CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
lOA. V23031 12.00 GAA 5
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 5
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 5




99 99 99 94 99 99
65 75 94 89 99 53








lA SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
2A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.031 LAA 5
B CROP OIL 0.25 PMV 5
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
D SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
E CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
3A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.047 LAA 5
B CROP OIL 0.25 PMV 5
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
D SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
E CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
4A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 5
B CROP OIL 0.25 PMV 5
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
D SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
E CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
5A V23031 12.00 GAA 5
B CROP OIL 0.25 PMV 5
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
D SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6













6A V23031 12.00 GAA 5
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.031 LAA 5
C CROP OIL . 0.25 PMV 5
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
E SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
F CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
7A V23031 12.00 GAA 5
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.047 LAA 5
C CROP OIL 0.25 PMV 5
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
E SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
F CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
8A V23031 12.00 GAA 5
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 5
C CROP OIL 0.25 PMV 5
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
E SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
F CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
9A V23031 12.00 GAA 5
B PURSUIT (2SL) 0.031 LAA 5
C SUNIT-II 0.25 PMV 5
D 28%N 2.5 PMV 5
E SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 6
F CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
IDA V23031 12.00 GAA 5
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 5
C 28%N 2.5 PMV 5











TITLE : VALSOY 2
LOCATION: URBANA C-500
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIL DESIGN: RGB
% OM: 5.3 TREATMENTS 0012
PH: 5.7
PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 45.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--01--\ /--02--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L
APPL. DATE: 06/04/92 06/11/92 MDY








WIND DIR. NA E
WIND SPEED: 0.0 3.0 MPH
SKY COND. P S
LEAF MOIST D D
ROOT MOIST M M
SOIL COND. C C









NOZZLE NUMBER: 5 5
NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.480 0.480 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT













SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN
























SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT








SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME:VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 04 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON






SPECIES: 05 P AMACH
COMMON NAME : PIGWEED , SMOOTH







11 = 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 - 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED





DOSAGE SETFA ABUTH CHEAL AMACH SETFA ABUTH
RATE UNIT TM 6/23 6/23 6/23 6/23 7/12 7/12
lA COBRA (2EC) 0.094 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
C SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
D CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
2A COBRA (2EC) 0.125 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
C SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
D CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
3A V23031 12.00 GAA 6
B CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
C SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
D CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
4A V23031 12.00 GAA 6
B COBRA (2EC) 0.094 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
D SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
E CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
5A V23031 12.00 GAA 6
B COBRA (2EC) 0.125 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
D SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
E CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
6A V23031 12.00 GAA 6
B COBRA (2EC) 0.125 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
D 28%N 5.00 PMV 6
E SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
F CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
7A V23031 12.00 GAA 6
B COBRA (2EC) 0.125 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 5.00 PMV 6
E SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
F CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
8A COBRA (2EC) 0.125 LAA 6
B PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C X-77 0.125 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
E SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
F CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
9A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
C SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
D CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
99 96 77 99 99 93
99 96 82 99 99 94
99 98 97 98 99 97
99 98 96 99 99 97
99 98 97 99 99 97
99 99 97 99 99 98
99 98 95 99 99 97
99 99 99 99 99 99





DOSAGE SETFA ABUTH CHEAL AMACH SETFA ABUTH





























99 99 97 99 99 98
99 99 99 99 99 99
99 99 99 99 99 99










lA COBRA (2EC) 0.094 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
C SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
D CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
2A COBRA (2EC) 0.125 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
C SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
D CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
3A V23031 12.00 GAA 6
B CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
C SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
D CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
4A V23031 12.00 GAA 6
B COBRA (2EC) 0.094 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
D SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
E CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
5A V23031 12.00 GAA 6
B COBRA (2 EC) 0.125 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
D SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
E CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
6A V23031 12.00 GAA 6
B COBRA (2EC) 0.125 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 0.5 PMV 6
D 28%N 5.00 PMV 6
E SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
F CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
7A V23031 12.00 GAA 6
B COBRA (2EC) 0.125 LAA 6
C X-77 0.25 PMV 6
D 28%N 5.00 PMV 6
E SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
F CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
8A COBRA (2EC) 0.125 LAA 6
B PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C X-77 0.125 PMV 6
D 28%N 4.00 PMV 6
E SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
F CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
9A PURSUIT (2SL) 0.063 LAA 6
B CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
C SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7












TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE CHEAL AMACH
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/12 7/12
IDA V23031 12.00 GAA 6 94 99
B COBRA (2EC) 0.094 LAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 6
D SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
E CROP OIL 1.00 PMV 7
llA CLASSIC (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6 99 99
B PINNACLE (25WG) 0.063 OAA 6
C CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
D SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
E CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 7
12A GALAXY (3.67SL) 0.92 LAA 6 98 99
B CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 6
C SELECT (240EC) 0.094 LAA 7
D CROP OIL 1.25 PMV 7
LSD (0.05) 12.3 0.5
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TITLE : VALSOY 3
LOCATION: URBANA C-500
SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE :SIL DESIGN: RGB




PREVIOUS CROP: ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 45.00 FT
APPLICATIONS
'
NUMBER: /-.01--\ /--02--\ /--03--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L L
APPL. DATE: 06/04/92 06/11/92 06/19/92 MDY








WIND DIR. NA E E
WIND SPEED: 0.0 6.0 3.0 MPH
SKY COND
. C P C
LEAF MOIST D D D
ROOT MOIST M M M
SOIL COND. C C C
SOIL TEMP. 77 77 78 F«
METHOD: SP SP SP




PLACEMENT: BC BC BC
NOZZLE: k'V FF FF
NOZZLE VOLUME: GPM
NOZZLE NUMBER: 5 5 5
NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 18.000 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 7.5 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.480 0.480 0.480 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 42.00 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT WAT














SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN

























SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT








SPECIES: 03 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON








SPECIES: 04 P AMACH
COMMON NAME : PIGWEED , SMOOTH









11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
15 - 5TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
18 - 8TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED


















































GLXMA SETFA CHEAL AMACH






























































GLXMA SETFA CHEAL AMACH

























































PLOT WIDTH: 10.00 FT




ZEAMD - CORN, DENT
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--oi.-\ /--02--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L
APPL. DATE: 06/19/92 06/25/92 MDY








WIND DIR. NE S
WIND SPEED: 3.0 2.0 MPH
SKY COND. P S
LEAF MOIST D D
ROOT MOIST M D
SOIL COND. F C









NOZZLE NUMBER: 6 6
NOZZLE SPACING: 20.000 20.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 10.0 10.0 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.570 0.570 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 30.00 30.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT













SPECIES: 01 P GLXMA
COMMON NAME: SOYBEAN
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR: ELGIN
POPULATION :BU/A













SPECIES: 02 P SETFA
COMMON NAME: FOXTAIL, GIANT






SPECIES: 03 P ABUTH
COMMON NAME:VELVETLEAF






SPECIES: 04 P CHEAL
COMMON NAME : LAMBSQUARTERS , COMMON







12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
13 - 3RD TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
14 - 4TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
17 - 7TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
18 - 8TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
19 - >8 TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: KNOCKDOWN
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE GLXMA SETFA ABUTH CHEAL
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/13 7/13 7/13 7/13
lA ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.38 LAA 5 93 63 40 99
B X-77
2A ROUNDUP (3SL) 0.56 LAA 5 99 86 68 99
B X-77











4A ROUNDUP (3SL) 20 60 23 82
B X-77
5A ROUNDUP (3SL) 60 90 77 96
B X-77
6A ROUNDUP (3SL) 83 93 88 99
B X-77




SOIL INFORMATION TRIAL INFORMATION
TEXTURE: SIL DESIGN :RCB




PREVIOUS CROP: GLXMA- SOYBEAN
PLOT WIDTH: 7.50 FT
PLOT LENGTH: 35.00 FT •
APPLICATIONS
NUMBER: /--oi..\ /--02--\ UNIT
TYPE: L L
APPL. DATE: 06/11/92 07/08/92 MDY








WIND DIR. SV SW
WIND SPEED: 0.0 5.0 MPH
SKY COND . s S
LEAF MOIST D D
ROOT MOIST M M
SOIL COND. C C









NOZZLE NUMBER: 5 5
NOZZLE SPACING: 18.000 18.000 IN
SWATH WIDTH: 7.5 7.5 FT
BOOM HEIGHT: 18.0 18.0 IN
SPEED: 3.00 3.00 MPH
MIX SIZE: 0.380 0.380 GAL
SPRAY VOLUME: 20.00 20.00 GPA
PRESSURE: 42.00 42.00 PSI
DILUTENT: WAT WAT


























SPECIES: 02 P ZEAMD
COMMON NAME: CORN, DENT
TARGET: CROP CULT CODE:FG
CULTIVAR:
POPULATION :BU/A














11 - 1ST TRUE LEAF/LEAF PAIR/WHORL UNFOLDED
12 - 2ND TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
16 - 6TH TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
19 - >8 TRUE LEAVES/LEAF PAIRS/WHORLS UNFOLDED
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TITLE: BCVALPOl
TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE CHEAL
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/14
































































































































































LASSO MICRO- TECH (4CS)
V-23031











































TRT COMPOUND DOSAGE CHEAL
NUM TESTED RATE UNIT TM 7/14
13A LASSO MICR0-TECH(4CS) 1.75 LAA 3
B V-23031 12.00 GAA 6
C ACCENT (75WG) 0.031 LAA 6





HERBICIDES EVALUATED IN 1991











































































































































HERBICIDES EVALUATED IN 1991




































































































































































































































































































FORMULATED HERBICIDE COMBINATIONS (PRE-MIXES) FOR CORN
ATRAZINE PLUS RATIO
BICEP 6L DUAL 4 :5
BUCTRIL/ATR. 3S BUCTRIL 2::1
BULLET 4L LASSO 5::3
CYCLE* 4L DUAL/BLADEX 1::1
EXTRAZINE II 4L BLADEX 1;:3
LADDOK 3.33L BASAGRAN 1::1
LARIAT 4L LASSO 51'3
MARKSMAN 3.2L BANVEL 2.2: 1.1
PROZINE 70DF PROWL 1: 1
SUTAZINE 6L SUTAN+ 4: 1
* CYCLE contains Bladex not atrazine
FORMULATED HERBICIDE COMBINATIONS (PRE-MIXES) FOR BEANS
PREMIX NAME "GRASS" + "BROAD" AI RATIO
COMMENCE 5.25 TREFLAN + COMMAND 12:9
PASSPORT 2.60E TREFLAN + PURSUIT 12:1
PURSUIT + PROWL + PURSUIT 14:1
SALUTE 4L TREFLAN + SENCOR 2:1
SQUADRON 2.3 3L PROWL + SCEPTER 6:1
TRI-SCEPT TRILIN + SCEPTER 6:1
TORNADO 1.75E FUSILADE + REFLEX 3:4
TURBO 8E DUAL + SENCOR 9:2
BEAN PREMIX "BROAD" + "BROAD" AI RATIO
CANOPY 75DF LEXONE -1- CLASSIC 6:1
PREVIEW 7 5DF LEXONE + CLASSIC 10:1
GALAXY 3.67S BASAGRAN + BLAZER 9:2
STORM 4S BASAGRAN + BLAZER 2:1
NO-TILL PREMIX GRASS
BRONCO 4E LASSO
+ KNOCKDOWN AI RATIO
+ ROUNDUP 2.6:1.4
GRASS PREMIX




BEAN HERBICIDE (S) NIS coc DASH UAN MAP 2,4--DB
BASAGRAN X X X X X
TACKLE X X X X X
BLAZER X X + NIS
GALAXY X X
STORM X
COBRA X X X X + NIS
REFLEX X X X + NIS/COC
TORNADO X X






CLASSIC X X +x
RESCUE X X








* = ONLY IF UNDER EXTREME DROUGHT CONDITIONS
NIS = NON-IONIC SURFACTANT
+ = USED ONLY IN COMBINATION WITH OTHER SURFACTANTS
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APPENDIX E
INDEX OF WEED SPECIES REPORTED
























































L - LIQUID MIXTURE TO SPRAY
* CONCENTRATION UNITS
LG - POUNDS PER GALLON
PC - PERCENT
NA - NOT APPLICABLE
* CULT CODE








EC - EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE
OF - OIL MISCIBLE FLOWABLE
OL - OIL MISCIBLE LIQUID
SL - SOLUBLE CONCENTRATE
WP - WETTABLE POWDER






ALL - FAST FINISH FIELD CULTIVATOR
* LEAF MOISTURE
D - DRY W WET NA NOT APPLICABLE
* NOZZLE
FF FLATFAN 8002 FF - POST 8003 FF - PRE, PPI
* POPULATION DESCRIPTI
IND - INDIVIDUALS (PLANTS)
* POPULATION GENERAL
A - ACRE B BUSHEL M MEDIUM
* PROPELLANT




* RATE UNIT CODES
GAA - GRAMS ACTIVE/ACRE
LAA - POUNDS ACTIVE/ACRE
OAA - OZ (DRY) ACTIVE/ACRE
NA - NOT APPLICABLE
PMV - % MATERIAL VOLAOL
* ROOT MOISTURE
D - DRY M - MOIST W - WET
* SKY CONDITION
C - CLOUDY P - PARTLY CLOUDY S - CLEAR
* SOIL CONDITION
C - CLODDY F - FRIABLE NA - NOT APPLICAPLE
* SOIL TEXTURE
SIL - SILT LOAM SIX - SILTY CLAY LOAM
* SPECIES TYPE
P - PLANTS (CROPS AND WEEDS)
* TARGET
C - CROP P - PEST
* TIMING CODES
01 - EARLY PREPLANT
02 - PRE PLANT INCORPORATED
03 - PREEMERGENCE










E - EAST N - NORTH NE - NORTHEAST
NW - NORTHWEST S - SOUTH SE - SOUTHEAST
SW - SOUTHWEST w - WEST
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APPENDIX G































































TOTAL 4.84 3.65 BARE MAX
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APPENDIX G (cont.)

















































































TOTAL 2.42 2.45 BARE MAX
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APPENDIX G (cont.)



































































TOTAL 0.36 2.63 BARE MAX
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APPENDIX G (cont.)
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